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JESUS-"One of Those 
Damned Agitators" 

.I 
,. In his "The carpenter and the Rich Man" Bouck White proves to the satisfaction of all 

I[ 

I 

intelligent men and women that jesus of Nazareth TAUGHT the very things the Churches and 
so-called Christians today CONDEMN in the name of Christ. 

Jesus approved of the acts of David and his hungry followers when they entered the 
temple and took the bl~d shew bread from the sacred altars, to satisfy their want. 

In New York a Catholic Priest declared he wouJd die rather than permit the Unemployed 
to contaminate the "sacred" Church by using it to protect them from the winter's cold, although 
they had not where to lay their heads. The Catholic Priest had these ~ men urested 
and sent to prison. 

Jesus said: "I was in prison and ye visited me not," for "inasmuch as ye did it not unto 
one of the LEAST of these my brethren, ye did it not to me." According to Mr. White in his 
"Cmpenter and.th.e Rich Man,"· jesus looked upon legal and all authorities as ENEMIES of the 
poor. He demanded that his foUowers and friends visit and support their comrades when im
prisoned by the hated authorities. 

That Jesus loved ALL the poor and despised ALL the rich there seems to be no reason
able doubt after reading this book. Comrade White points out how when a rich man asked· per- · 
mission to follow Jesus and become one of his band of OUTLAWS, Jesus said to him: "Sell ALL 
you have and GIVE to the POOR and take up your cross and follow me." 

In thus referring to the cross, Mr. White shows how Jesus meant that his companions 
must be ready and willing to give up ALL things, to be prepared to DIE if necessary in their 
crusade for the poor. 

Jesus stood for the poor thief, the pro}?Crtyless lawbreaker, the oppres.o;ed SABOTAGER, 
the HOMELESS and HUNGRY Church deftler (if we are to accept the definition of defilement 
as laid down by our Priestly parasites today). 

He was the BOLDEST of REBELLIOUS workingmen. All things could be forgiven 
ANY POOR man and the possession of riches in the midst of poverty irretrievably damned the 
owner, according to the Nazarene. 

The outcasts of the world were the beloved of Jesus. Prostitutes, thieves, beggars, work
ingmen, ex-convicts were all the friends of jesus. For the banker, the.> great property-owner, the 
usurer, the RICH MAN, he held only the most deep-rooted hatred and scorn. 

· Jesus demanded material communism among his comrades, and-above all-revolt against 
ALL CONSTITUTED AUTHORITY. 

Comrade White proves how most of the books of the New Testament were written se•teral 
hundred years after the death of Jesus and bear the imprint more of the aims and minds of the 
AUTHORS than they do of the FIGHTING CARPENTER. 

Read this book by Bouck White and rrove to your friends and fellow-workers just what 
ACTUALLY WERE the teachings of the carpenter Revolutionist. 

The book alone sells for 11.20 net; 11.35 postpaid. But if you order within 30 days wt! will 
mail you the book and the International Socialist Review, one year, all for $1.50. Extra postage 
to Canada 20c; to other foreign countries 36c. Use the blank below. 

I; 
' ·····················-····································································-················ 

Charles H. Kerr & Company, 
118 West Kinzie Street, Chicago: 

I enclose SUiO for which please mail a copy of "The Carpenter and the Rich Man," and 
enter my name for the International Socialist Renew one year . 

~arne ... . Address .... 

Postoffice State. 

Note:-If desired. the Review will be sent to anotber address or we will send a sub
~cription card to be filled out later 
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INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST JeEVIEW 

A Remarkable Discovery: 
THE 

• RAGGED-TROUSERED 
PHILANTHROPISTS 

By ROBERT TRESSALL 

A novel by a Socialist house-painter, recently discovered after his death. 

ROBERT HUNTER SAYS: 
"I fear that if I say what I think it may appear extravagant; while if I moderate 

my words I shall feel that I am doing scant justice to what has seemed to me the 
most remarkable human document that has appeared in my time. 

"It is a masterpiece of realism. The work of a craftsman, it is true, unerring and 
pitiless in its delineation of men and life. Were Zola and Tolstoi living, I am sure they 
would look upon this common house-painter with envy, as one whose novice hand had 
outdone them. I am sure that Gorky and Jack London would confess frankly that the 
work of Robert Tressall surpasses theirs. Certainly, London's "The Call of the Wild" 
cannot be as true to life as these ragged philanthropists." 

Published by STOKES 

Are You a Socialist ? 
Perhaps you thiak you are. Perhaps you 

think you are not. But if you have not studied 
Socialism, you don't know whether the growth 
of Socialism will be a good thing or a bad 
thing for you. 

You can find out for ten cents. 

That is the price of the 

Study Course in 

Scientific Socialism 
prepared by Local Puyallup of the Socialist 
Party of America. It contains ninety-three 
questions and answers that tell you EXACTLY, 
without any waste words, what Socialism 
means and what the Socialists propose to do 
when they have the power. 

Study this book carefully for two or three 
hours, and you will be able to judge whether 
you want to know more about Socialism or 
not. If you do, you will also find in it sugges
tions as to the choice of books for further 
study. 

Charles B. Kerr & Co., 118 w. Kinzie St., Chicago 

$I.25 net 

$5QQQOOYeariy 
, ~Income 

I Help 
YOU 
Earn 
This 

No matter 
who you are, I 
teach you in your 
spare time to be a 
master among 
men and earn an 
independent in
comeinanew,dig-
nified profession. 
Write me at once. 

Such a chance comes seldom. If 
you are ambitious to succeed in life, 
grow rich, be a. power for good and a. 

~~~~~~~~Y ~ N~n!~~~iafe;: li {~~~ 
quired. No preparations. You do not 

neglect your present work. All ;rou need is the ability to 
read, write, think and follow my mstructions. Yes, a $5,000 

i~:~~i~~~e~e .!::~~!".e~lf~~ik~~~i~e~f ~:r:fsa~~;!i~~ e:e~ifo~ 
more men and women to practice this new, uplifting profession. 

Mechano-Therapy 
A new system of healing without drugs or knife-a 
system based upon scientific manipulation, causing ills to 
vanish as if by magic, imparting new tone, poise, vim and 
vigor to the tired, worn out, drug filled system. Gives back 
health and renewed energy to the sick. Makes every organ 
perform the work nature intended. Thousands of people 
~":t'J!~. •::~ge<'l8Stnfo ~bu~ convince you of this thorough, practica 1 

FREE at my own expense and without obli-

~;;~~ITu~?:;!t!~ ~!k ~J\!1:r~~ ::;::m~e~~ 
charts - absolutell' free. The free book and 

charts shows how Mechano-Therapy cures headache, neuralgia, constipa-
~:~~~::i~Y!~~r:st~~-:,~h~!~~:=~uf:~!~:~of~~m~dt~i!:~~u:'er.; 
field opens !<>r you, with possibilities undreamed of. Does $5,000 a year 
interest you! Then write at once. The book and charts and other valuable 
information are yours-free. A postal or letter brings them. Write toclal'. 
Dr. Wm. L LeBoy, Dean, American College Mechano-Therapy 
Dept. 873, 81 West Randolph Street, Chicago, U.s. A. 
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2 INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW 

SOCIALIST BOOKS BY SOCIALISTS 
SOCIALISM is not merely "Public Ownership" of railroads, 

telegraphs, mines and the like. Socialism is the uprising of the 
Working Class against the Capitalist Class. The Workers 
propose to take the control and ownership of industry away from 
the Capitalists; they propose hereafter to keep the wealth they 
produce. Socialism is the one great issue of the future; YOU 
must take sid~s for it or against it. To decide intelligently which 
side to take, you should read some of the Socialist Books by 
Socialists. These are some of the best ever written: 

1. Revolution, by Jack London. 
2. The Socialists; Who They Are and What They Stand For, by John Spargo. 
3. Shop Talks on Economies, by Mary E. Marcy. 
4. Evolution and Revolution, by Mark Fisher. 
5. The Question Box, by Frank M. Eastwood. 
6. The Strength of the Strong, by Jack London. 
7. The Rights of the Masses, by George D. Brewer. 
8. The Socialist Movement, by Charles H. Vail. 
9. The Catholic Church and Socialism, by Father McGrady and Frank Bohn. 

10. Class Struggles in America, by A.M. Simons. 
11. The Right to Be Lazy, by Paul Lafargue. 
12. The Social Evil, by Dr. J. H. Greer. 
13. Unionism and Socialism, by Eugene V. Debs. 
14. Socialism Made Easy, by James Connolly. 
15. Industrial Socialism, by Wil!iam D. Haywood and Frank Bohn. 
16. The New Socialism, by Robert Rives LaMonte. 
17. Socialism; What It Is and What It Seeks to Accomplish, by Wilhelm Liebknecht. 
18. Marxism and Darwinism, by Anton Pannekoek. 
19. No Compromise, No Poiitical Trading, by Wilhelm Liebknecht. 
20. The Communist Manifesto, by Karl Marx and Frederkk Engels. 

Any one of these Books mailed for 10 cents; 6 for 50 cents; 
the complete set for $1.50 

On receipt of $4.00 we will send by express, charges collect, 100 of the 
books named above, your selection. 

On receipt of $30.00 we will send by express or freight, charges collect, 
1,000 of the books named above, your selection. 

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY 
118 West Kinzie Street, CHICAGO 
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WHO IS TO BLAME? 
Harper's Weekly 

'":I!J.JiJ!''''· 

A VOICE FROM 

W ILD volle7s <l:nd volley~ of murderous lead 
And whtrlwmds of atr-leaping flame 

With hell-screaming agony writhing and red 
In fields that were calm ere the yellow-legs came! 

From the tattered black village Death rears up his head 
And leeringly numbers the names of the dead. 

"But who is to blame?" cries the voice from the pit. 

And there, 'mid the embers that some one had lit 
Pale children are weeping alone; ' 

While .women and babies are strewn in the pit, 
Dtsfigured and mangled and burned to the bone 

\iVith red gaping wounds where the bullets have bit. ' 
"And who is to blame?" cries the voice from the pit. 

"0, who is to blame for the shot and the fimne?'' 
Cries the voice from the depths of the pit. 

"I am covered with mud and spattered with blood: 
My children have ashes and blood in their hair . ... 
0, who is to blame for the miser·v there . ..... ? 

In this murderous game I will find who's to blame 
And shout to the whole world the fiendish name!'' 

(Holly Grove 

By A PAINT 

THE PIT-LUDLO\V 
Not Forgotten) 

CREEK MINER 
Quoth Death, "I have shown their encampment before

My own most dependable crew. 
So why do you roar and plead and implore, 

I have brought them from Hades expressly for you ; 
They are yellow-legged curs who are greedy for gore 
And mine-guards who clamour for more and for more .... " 

"But WHO is to blame?" cried the voice from the pit. 

"Who is to blame for the shot and the flame
The machine-guns that sputter and spit, 

What t}•rant serene is directing unseen 
His black-hearted cowards who kill at command
The safe one who orders his own hellish band 
To slaughter and slay with an iron-glo·ved ha~,d . ... 
0, HE is to blame for the gun. and the brand! 

Wild volleys and volleys of murderous lead, 
And whirlwinds of air-leaping flame; 

With hell-screaming agony writhing and red 
In fields that were calm ere the yellow-legs came. 

In the black smoking ruins does Nemesis sit 
With a burned-out torch that some one had lit. ..... 
"And WHO IS TO BLAME?" cries the voice from the pit. 

6 
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A New Story Which Will Soon Be Published with Other Short Stories by the Same Author in Book Form Under the 
Title, "The Strength of the Strong." -

0 LD San Francisco, which is the San 
Franc!sco of only the other day, the 
day before the Earthquake, was di
vided midway by the Slot. The 

Slot was an iron crack that ran along the 
center of Market street, and from the Slot 
arose the burr of the ceaseless, endless 
cable that was hitched- at will to the cars 
it dragged up and down. In truth, there 
were two slots, but in the quick grammar 
of the V\T est time was saved by calling 
them, and much more that they stood for, 
"The Slot." North of the Slot were the 
theaters, hotels, and shopping district, the 
banks and the staid, respeCtable business 
houses. South of the Slot were the fac
tories, slums, laundries, machine shops, 
boiler works, and the abodes of the work
ing class. 

The Slot was the metaphor that ex
pressed the class cleavage of society, and 
no man crossed this metaphor, back and 
forth, more successfully than Freddie 
Drummond. He made a practice of living 
in both worlds, and in both worlds he lived 
signally well. Freddie Drummond was a 
professor in the Sociology Department of 
the University of California, and it was as 
a professor of sociology that he first crossed 
over the Slot, lived for six months in the 
great labor-ghetto, and wrote "The Un
skilled Laborer" -a book that was -hailed 
everywhere as an able contribution to the 
literature of progress, and as a splendid 
reply to the literature of discontent. Po
litically and economically it was nothing if 
not orthodox. Presidents of great railway 
systems bought whole editions of it to give 

7 

to their employees. The Manufacturers' 
Association alone distributed fifty thou
sand copies of it. In a way, it was almost 
as immoral as the far-famed and notorious 
"l\1essage to Garcia," while in its preach
ment of thrift and content it ran "Mrs. 
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch" a close sec
ond. 

At first, Freddie Drummond found it 
monstrously difficult to get along among the 
working people. He was not used to their 
ways, and they certainly were not used to 
his. They were suspicious. He had no an
tec_edents. He could 'talk of no previous 
jobs. His hands were soft. His extraordi
nary politeness was ominous. His first 
idea of the role he would play was that 
of a free and independent American who 
chose to work with his hands and no expla
nations given. But it wouldn't do, as he 
quickly discovered. At the beginning they 
accepted him, very provisionally, as a freak. 
A little later, as he began to know his way 
about better, he insensibly drifted into the 
role that would work-namely, he was a 
man who had seen better days, very much 
better davs, but who was down in his luck, 
though, to be sure, only temporarily. 

He learned many things, and generalized 
much and often erroneously, all of which 
can be found in the pages of "The Un
skilled Laborer." He saved himself, how
ever, after the sane and conservative man
ner of his kind, by labeling his generaliza
tions as "tentative." One of his first ex
geriences was in the great Wilmax Can
nery, where he was put on piece-work mak
ing small packing cases. A box factory 
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8 SOUTH OF THE SLOT 

supplied the parts, and all Freddie Drum
mond had to do was to fit the parts into a 
form and drive in the wire nails with a 
light hammer. 

It was not skilled labor, but it was piece
work. The ordinary laborers in the can
nery got a dollar and a half per day. Fred
die Drummond found the other men on the 
same job with him jogging along and earn
ing a dollar and seventy-five cents a day. 
By the third day he was 
able to earn the same. 
But he was ambitious. 
He did not care to jog 
along and, ·being un
usually able and fit, on 
the fourth day earned 
two dollars. The next 
day, having keyed him
self up to an exhausting 
high tension, he earned 
two dollars and a half. 
His fellow workers fa
vored him with scowls 
and black looks, and 
made remarks, slangily 
witty, arid which he did 
not understand, about 
sucking up to the boss 
and pace-making and 
holding her down when 
the rains set in. H.e was 
astonished at their ma
lignering on piece-work, 
g-eneralized about the in
herent laziness of the un
skilled laborer, and pro
ceeded next day to ham
mer out three dollars 
worth of boxes. 
And that night, coming 
ing out of the cannery, 
he was interviewed by 
his fellow workmen, who 
were very angry and in
coherently slangy. He 
failed to comprehend the 
motive behind their ac
tion. The action itself 
was strenuous. When he 
refused to ease down 
his pace and bleated 
about freedom of con
tract, i n d e p e n d e n t 
Americanism, and the 
dignity of toil, they pro-

ceeded t0 spoil his pace-making ability. It 
was a fierce battle, for Drummond was a 
large man and an athlete, but the crowd 
finally jumped on his ribs, walked on his 
face, and stamped on his fingers, so that it 
was only after lying in bed for a week 
that he was able to get up and look for an
other job. All of which is duly narrated 
in that first book of his, in the chapter en
titled "The Tyranny of Labor." 

"IT WAS A FIERCE BATTLE." 
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A little later, in another department of 
the Wilmax Cannery, lumping as a fruit
distributor among the women, he essayed to 
carry two boxes of fruit at a time, and was 
promptly reproached by the other fruit
Jumpers. It was palpable malingering; but 
he was there, he decided, not to change con
ditions, but to observe. So he lumped one 
box thereafter, and so well did he study 
the art of shirking that he wrote a special 
chapter on it, with the last several para
graphs devoted to tentative generalizations. 

In those six months he worked at many 
jobs and developed into a very good· imita
tion of a genuine worker. He was a nat
ural linguist, and he kept notebooks, mak
ing a scientific study of the workers' slang 
or argot, until he could talk quite intelli
gibly. _This language also enabled him 
more intimately to follow their mental proc
esses, and thereby to gather much data for 
a projected chapter in some future book 
which he planned to entitle "Synthesis of 
Working-Class Psychology." 

Before he arose to the surface from that 
first plunge into the underworld he discov
ered that he was a good actor and demon
strated the plasticity of his nature. He was 
himself astonished at his own fluidity. Once 
having mastered the language and con
quered numerous fastidious qualms, he 
found that he could flow, into any nook of 
working-class life and fit it so snugly as 
to feel comfortably at home. As he said, 
in the preface to his second book, "The 
Toiler," he endeavored really to know the 
working people, and the only possible way 
to achieve this was to work beside them, eat 
their food, sleep in their beds, be amused 
with their amusements, think their thoughts 
and feel their feelings. 

He was not a deep thinker. He had no 
faith in new theories. All his norms and 
criteria were conventional. His Thesis, on 
the French Revolution, was noteworthy in 
college· annals, not merely for its painstak
ing and voluminous accuracy, but for the 
fact that it was the dryest, deadest, most 
formal, and most orthodox screed ever writ
ten on the subject. He was a very reserved 
~an .. and his natural inhibition was large in 
quantity and steel-like in quality. He had 
but few friends. He was too undemonstra
tive, too frigid. He had no vices, nor had 
any one ever discovered at1y temptations. 
Tobacco he detested, beer he abhorred, and 
he was never known to drink anything 

stronger than an occasional light wine at 
dinner. 

When a freshman he had been baptized 
"Ice-Box" by his warmer-blooded fellows. 
As a member of the faculty he was known 
as "Cold-Storage." He had but one grief, 
and that was "Freddie." He had earned it 
\vlhen he played full-back on the 'Varsity 
eleyen, and his formal soul had never suc
ceeded in living it down. "Freddie" he 
would ever be, except officially, and 
through nightmare vistas he looked into a 
future when his world would speak of him 
as "Old Freddie." 

For he was very young to be a Doctor 
of Sociology, only twenty-seven, and he 
looked younger. In appearance and atmos
phere he was a strapping big college man, 
smooth-faced and easy-mannered, clean and 
simple and wholesome, with a known rec
ord of being a splendid athlete and an im
plied vast possession of cold culture of the 
inhibited sort. He never talked shop out 
of class arid committee rooms, except later 
on, when his books showered him with dis
tasteful public notice and he yielded to the 
extent of reading occasional papers before 
certain literary and economic societies. 

He did everything right-too right; and 
in dress and comportment was inevitably 
correct. Not that he was a dandy. Far 
from it. He was a college man, in dress 
and carriage as like as a pea to the type 
th~t of late years is being so generously 
turned out of our institutions of higher 
learning. His handshake was satisfyingly· · · 
strong and stiff. His blue eyes were coldly 
blue and convincingly sincere. His voice, 
firm and masculine, clean and crisp of enun
ciation, was pleasant to the ear. The one 
drawback to Freddie Drummond was his 
inhibition. He never unbent. In his foot-
ball days, the higher the tension of the 
game the cooler he grew. He was noted as 
a boxer, but he was regarded as an auto
maton, with the inhuman action of a ma
chine judging distance and timing blows, 
guarding, blocking and stalling. He was 
rarely punished himself, while he rarely 
punished an opponent. . He was too clever 
and too controlled to permit himself to put 
a pound more weight into a punch than he, 
intended. With him it was a matter of 
exercise. It kept him fit. 

As time went by, Freddie Drummond 
found himself more frequently crossing the 
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Slot and losing himself in South of Mar
ket. His summer and winter holidays were 
spent there, and, whether it was a week or 
a week-end, he found the time spent there 
to be valuable and enjoyable. And there 
was so much material to be gathered. His 
third book, "Mass and Master," became a 
text-book in the American universities; and 
almost before he knew it, he was at work 
on a fourth one, "The Fallacy of the In
efficient." 

Somewhere in his make-up there was a 
strange twist or quirk. Perhaps it was a 
recoil from his environment and training, or 
from the tempered seed of his ancestors, 
who had been bookmen generation preced
ing generation ; but at any rate, he found 
enjoyment in being down in the working
class world. · In his own world he was 
"Cold Storage/' but down be"Iow he was 
"Big" Bill Totts, .w'ho could drink and 
smoke, and slang and fight, and be an all
around favorite. Everybody liked Bill, and 
more than one working girl made love to 
him. At first he had been merely a good 
actor, but as time went on; simulation be
came second nature. He no longer played 
a part, and he loved sausages-sausages and 
bacon, than which, in his own proper 
sphere, there was nothing more loathsome 
in the way of food. 

From doing the thing for the need's sake, 
he came to doing the thing for the thing's 
sake. He found himself regretting as the 
time drew near for him to go back to his 
lecture-room and his inhibition. And he 
often found himself waiting with anticipa
tion for the dreamy time to pass when he 
could cross the Slot and cut loose and play 
the devil. He was not wicked, but as "Big" 
Bill Totts he did a myriad things that Fred
die Drummond would never have been per
mitted to do. Moreover, Freddie Drum
mond never would have wanted to do them. 
That was the strangest part of his discov
ery. Freddie Drummond and Bill Totts 
were two totally different creatures. The 
desires and tastes and impulses of each ran 
counter to the other's. Bill Totts could 
shirk at a job with clear conscience, while 
Freddie Drummond condemned shirking as 
vicious, criminal, and un-American, and de
voted whole chapters to condemnation of 
the vice. Freddie Drummond did not care 
for dancing, but Bill Totts never missed the 
nights at the various dancing clubs, such as 
The Magnolia, The Western Star, and The 

Elite; while he won a massive silver cup, 
standing thirty inches high, for being the 
best-sustained character at the Butchers' 
and Meat Workers' annual grand masked 
ball. And Bill Totts liked the girls and 
the girls liked him, . while Freddie Drum
mond enjoyed playing the ascetic in this 
particular, was open in his opposition to 
equal suffrage, and cynically bitter in his 
secret condemnation of co-education. 

Freddie Drummond changed his manners 
with his dress, and without effort. When 
he entered the obscure little room used for 
his transformation scenes he carried himself 
just a bit too stiffiy. He was too erect, his 
shoulders were an inch too far back, while 
his face was grave, almost harsh, and prac
tically expressionless. But when he 
emerged in Bill Totts' clothes he was an
other creature. Bill Totts did not slouch, 
but somehow his whole form limbered up 
and became graceful. The very sound of 
the voice was changed, and the laugh was 
loud and hearty, while loose speech and an 
occasional oath was as a matter of course 
on his lips. Also, Bill Totts was a trifle 
inclined to late hours, and at times, in so
loons, to be good-naturedly bellicose with 
other workmen. Then, too, at Sunday pic
nics, or when coming -home from the show, 
either arm betrayed a practiced familiarity 
in steaJing around girls' waists, while he 
displayed a wit keen and delightful in the 
flirtatious badinage that was expected of a 
good fellow in his class. 

So thoroughly was Bill Totts himself, so 
thoroughly a workman, a genuine denizen 
of South of the Slot, that he was as class
conscious as the average of his kind, and 
his hatred for a scab even exceeded that 
of the average loyal union man. During 
the Water Front Strike Freddie Drummond 
was somehow able to stand apart from the 
unique combination, and, coldly critical, 
watch· Bill Totts hilariously slug scab long
shoremen. For Bill Totts was a dues-pay
ing member of the Longshoremen Union 
and had a right to be indignant with the 
usurpers of his job. "Big" Bill Totts was 
so very big, and so very able, that it was 
"Big" Bill to the front when trouble was 
brewing. From acting outraged feelings, 
Freddie Drummond, in the role of his other 
self, came to. experience genuine outrage, 
and it was only when he returned to the 
classic atmosphere of the university that 
he was able, sanely and conservatively, to 
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generalize upon his underworld experiences 
and put them down on paper as a trained 
sociologist should. That Bill Totts lacked 
the perspective to raise him above class
consciousness, Freddie Drummond clearlv 
saw. But Bill Totts could not see it. When 
he saw a scab taking his job away, he saw 
red at the same time, and little else did he 
see. It was Freddie Drummond, irre
proachably clothed and comported, seated at 
his study desk or facing his class in "So
ciology 17," who saw Bill Totts, and all 
around Bill Totts, and all around the whole 
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scab and union labor problem and its rela
tion to the economic welfare of the United 
States in the struggle for the world market. 
Bill Totts really wasn't able to see beyond 
the next meal and the prize fight the fol
lowing night at the Gaiety Athletic Oub. 

It was while gathering material for 
"Women and Work" that Freddie received 
his first warning of the danger . he was in. 
He was too successful at living in both 
worlds. This strange dualism he had de
veloped was, after all, very unstable, and, 
as he sat in his study and meditated, he saw 
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that it could not endure. .It was really a 
transition stage, and if he persisted he saw 
that he would inevitably have to drop one 
world or the other. He could not continue 
in both. And as he looked at the row of 
volumes that graced the upper shelf of his 
revolving book-case, his volumes, beginning 
with his Thesis and ending with "Women 
and Work," he decided that that was the 
world he would hold on to and stick by: 
Bill Totts had served his purpose, but he 
had becop1e a too dangerous accomplice. 
Bill Totts would have to cease. 

Freddie Drummond's fright was due to 
Mary Condon, President of the Interna
tional Glove Workers' Union No. 974. He 
had seen her, first, from the spectators' gal
lery, at the annual convention of the North
west Federation of Labor, and.he had seen 
her through Bill Totts' eyes, and that indi
vidual had been most favorably impressed 
by her. She was not Freddie Drummond's 
sort at all. What if she were a royal-bodied 
woman, graceful and sinewy as a panther, 
with amazing black eyes that could fill with 
fire or laughter-love, as the mood might 
dictate? He detested women with a too 
exuberant vitality and a lack of-well, of 
inhibition. Freddie Drummond accepted 
the doctrine of evolution because it was 
quite universally accepted by college men, 
and he flatly believed that man had climbed_ 
up the ladder of life out of the weltering 
muck and mess of lower and monstrous 
organic things. But he was a trifle ashamed 
of this genealogy, and preferred not to 
think of it. Wherefore, probably, he prac
ticed his iron inhibition and preached it to 
others, and preferred women of his own 
type, who could shake free of this bestial 
and regrettable ancestral line and by discip
line and control emphasize the wideness of 
the gulf that separated them from what 
their dim forbears had been. 

Bill Totts had norte of these considera
tions. He had liked Mary Condon from the 
moment his eyes first rested on her in the 
convention hall, and he had made it a point. 
then and there, to find out who she was. 
The next time he met her, and·quite by ac; 
cident, was when he was driving an express 
wagon for Pat Morrissey. It was in a 
lodging house in Mission street, where he 
had been called to take a trunk into storage. 
The landlady's daughter had called him and 
led him to the little bed-room, the occupant 

of which, a glove-maker, had just been re
moved to a hospital. But Bill did not know 
this. He stooped, up-ended the trunk, 
which was a large one, got it on his shoul
der, and struggled to his feet with his back 
toward the open door. At that moment he 
heard a woman's voice. 

"Belong to the union ?" . was the question 
asked. 

"Aw, what's it to you?" he retorted. "Run 
along now, an' git outa my way. I wanta 
turn 'round." 

The next he knew, big as he w·as, he was 
whirled half around and sent reeling back
ward, the trunk overbalancing him, till he 
,fetched up with a crash against the wall. 
He started to swear, but at the same instant 
found himself looking into Mary Condon's 
flashing, angry eyes. 

"Of course I b'long to the union," he said. 
"I was only kid din' you." 

"Where' s your card ?' she demanded in 
business-like tones. 

"In my pocket. But I can't git it out 
now. This trunk's too damn heavy. Come 

"PUT THAT TRUNK DOWN" WAS THE COMMAND." 
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on down to the wagon an I'll show it to 
you." 

"Put that trunk down," was the com
mand. 

"What for?" I got a card, I'm tell in' 
you." 

"Put it down, that's'all. No scab's going 
to handle that trunk. You ought to be 
ashamed of yourself, you big coward, scab
bing on honest men. Why don't you join 
the union and be a man ?" 

Mary Condon's color had left her face, 
and it was apparent that she was in a white 
rage. 

"To think of a big man like you turning 
traitor to his class. I suppose you're aching 
to join the militia for a chance to shoot 
down union drivers the next strike. You 
may belong to the militia already, for that 
matter. You're the sort--" 

"Hold on, now, that's too much!" Bill 
dropped the trunk to the floor with a bang, 
straightened up, and thrust his hand into his 
inside coat pocket. "I told you I was only 
kiddin'. There, look at that." 

It was a union card properly enough. 
"All right, take it along," Mary Condon 

said. "And the next time don't kid." 
Her face relaxed as she noticed the ease 

with which he got the big trunk to his 
shoulder, and her eyes glowed as they 
glanced over the graceful massiveness of 
the man. But Bill did not see that. He 
was too busy with the trunk. 

The next time he saw Mary Condon was 
during the Laundry Strike. The Laundry 
Workers, but recently organized, were 
green at the business, and had petitioned 
Mary Condon to engineer the strike. :fred
die Drummond had had an inkling of what 
was coming, and had sent Bill Totts to join 
the union and investigate. Bill's job was in 
the wash-room, and the men had.beert called 
out first, that morning, in order to stiffen 
the courage of the girls ; and Bill chanced 
to be near the door to the mangle-room 
when Mary Condon started to enter. The 
superintendent, who was both large. and 
stout, barred her way. He wasn't going to 
have his girls called out, and he'd teach 
her a lesson to mind her own business. 
And as Mary tried to squeeze past him he 
thrust her back with a fat hand 'on her 
shoulder. She glanced around ·and saw 
Bill. 

"Here you 'are, Mr. · Totts," she called. 
"Lend a hand. . I want to get in." 

Bill experienced a startle of warm sur
prise. She had remembered his name from 
his union card. The next moment the su
perintendent had been plucked from the 
doorway raving about rights under the 
law, and the girls were deserting their 
ma~hines. During the rest of that short 
and successful strike Bill constituted him
self Mary Condon's henchman and mes
senger, and when it was over returned to 
the University to be Freddie Drummond 
and to wonder what Bill Totts could see in 
such a woman. 

Freddie Drummond was entirely safe, but 
Bill had fallen in love. There was no get
ting away from the fact of it, and it was 
this fact that had given Freddie Drummond 
his warning. Well, he had done his work, 
and his adventures could cease. There was 
no need for him to cross the Slot again. 
All but the last three chapters of his latest, 
"Labor Tactics and Strategy," was finished, 
and he had sufficient material on hand ade
quately to supply those chapters. 

Another conclusion he arrived at, was 
that in order to sheet-anchor himself as 
Freddie Drummond, closer ties and rela
tions in his own social nook were neces
sary. It was time that he was married, 
anyway, and he was fully aware that if 
Freddie Drummond didn't get married Bill 
Totts assuredly would, and the complica
tions were too awful to contemplate. And 
so, enters Catherine Van Vorst. She was 
a college woman herself, and her father, the 
one wealthy member of the faculty, was the 
head of t~e Philosophy Department as well. 
It would be a wise marriage from every 
standpoint, Freddie Drummond concluded 
when the engagement was consummated 
and announced. In appearance cold and 
reserved, aristocratic and wholesomely con
servative, Catherine Van Vorst, though 
warm in her way, possessed an inhibition 
equal to Drummond's. 

All seemed well with him, but Freddie 
Drummond could not quite shake off the 
coil of the underworld, the lure of the free 
and open, of the unhampered, irresponsible 
life South of the Slot. As the time of his 
marriage approached, he felt that he had 
indeed sowed wild oats, and he felt, more- . 
over, what a good thing it would be if he 
could have but one wild fling more, play 
the good fellow and the wastrel one last 
time, ere he settled down to gray lecture
rooms and sober matrimony. And, further 
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to tempt him, the very last chapter of 
"Labor Tactics and Strategy" remained un
written for lack of a trifle more of essential 
data which he had neglected to gather. 

So Freddie Drummond went down for 
the last time as Bill Totts, got his data, 
and, unfortunately, encountered Mary Con
don. Once more installed in his study, it 
was not a pleasant thing to look back upon. 
It made his warning doubly imperative. Bill 
Totts had behaved abominably. Not only 
had he met Mary Condon at the Central 
Labor Council, but he had ·stopped in at a 
creamery with her, on the way home, and 
treated her to oysters. And before they 
parted at her door his arms had been about 
her, and he had kissed her on the lips, and 
kissed her repeatedly. And her last words 
in his ear, words uttered softly with a 
catchy sob in the throat that was nothing 
more nor less than a love cry, were "Bill 
. . . dear, dear Bill." 

Freddie Drummond shuddered at the rec
ollection. He saw the pit yawning for him. 
He was not by nature a polygamist, and he 
was appalled at the possibilities of the sit
uation. It would have to be put an end to, 
and it would end in one only of two ways : 
either he must become wholly Bill Totts 
and be married to Mary Condon, or he 
must remain wholly Freddie Drummond 
and be married to Catherine Van V orst. 
Otherwise, his conduct would be beneath 
contempt and horrible. 

In the several months that followed San 
Francisco was torn with labor strife. The 
unions and the employers' associations had 
locked horns with a determination that 
looked as if they intended to settle tht mat
ter, one way or the other, for all time. But 
Freddie Drummond corrected proofs, lec
tured classes, and did not budge. He de-• 
voted himself to Catherine Van V orst, and 
day by day found more to respect and ad
mire in her-nay, even to love in her. The 
Street Car strike tempted him, but not so 
severely as he would have expected ; and 
the great Meat Strike came on and left him 
cold. The ghost of Bill Totts had been 
successfully laid, and Freddie Drummond 
with rejuvenescent zeal tackled a brochure,· 
long-planned, on the topic of "diminishing 
returns." 

The wedding was two weeks off, when, 
one afternoon, in San Francisco, Catherine 
Van Vorst picked him up and whisked him 
away to see a Boys' Club, recently instituted 

by the settlement workers with whom she 
was interested. It was her brother's ma
chine, but they were alone with the excep
tion of the chauffeur. At the junction with 
Kearney street, Market· and Geary streets 
intersect like the sides of a sharp-angled 
letter "V." They, in the auto, were com
ing down Market with the intention of ne
gotiating the sharp apex and going up 
Geary. But they did not know what was 
coming down Geary, timed by fate to meet 
them at the apex. While aware from the 
papers that the Meat Strike was on and 
that it was an exceedingly bitter one, all 
thought of it at that moment was farthest 
from Freddie Drummond's mind. Was he 
not seated beside Catherine? And, besides, 
he was carefully expositing to her his views 
on settlement work-views that Bill Totts' 
adventures had played a part in formu
lating. 

Coming down Geary street were six meat 
wagons. Beside each scab driver sat a 
policeman. Front and rear, and along each 
side of this procession, marched a protect
mg escort of one hundred police. Behind 
the police rear-guard, at a respectful dis
tance, was an orderly but vociferous mob, 
several blocks in length, that congested the 
street from sidewalk to sidewalk. The Beef 
Trust was making an effort to supply the 
hotels, and, incidentally, to begin the break
ing of the strike. The St. F~ancis had al
ready been supplied, at a cost of many 
broken windows and broken heads, and the 
expedition was marching to the relief of 
the Palace Hotel. 

All unwitting, Drummond sat beside 
Catherine, talking settlement work, as the 
auto, honking . methodically and dodging 
traffic, swung in a wide curve to get 
around the apex. A big coal wagon, loaded 
with lump. coal and drawn by four huge 
horses, just debouching from Kearney 
street as though to turn down Market, 
blocked their way. The driver of the wagon 
seemed undecided, and the chauffeur, run
ning slow but disregarding some shouted 
warning from the crossing policeman, 
swerved the auto to the left, violating the 
traffic rules, in order to pass. in front of 
the wagon. 

At that moment Freddie Drummond dis
continued his conversation. Nor did he re
sume it again, for the situation was devel
oping with the rapidity of a transformation 
scene. He heard the roar of the mob at 
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the rear, and caught a glimpse of the hel
meted police and the lurching meat wagons. 
At the same moment, laying on his whip 
and standing up to his task, the coal driver 
rushed horses and wagon squarely in front 
o:f the advancing procession, pulled the 
horses up sharply, and put on the big brake. 
Then he made his lines fast to the brake
handle and sat down with the air of one 
who had stopped to stay. The auto had 
been brought to a stop, too, by his big pant
ing leaders which had jammed against it. 

r_ Before the chauffeur could back clear an 
/ ?ld Irishman, driving a rickety express 

wagon and lashing his one horse to a gal
lop, had locked wheels with the auto. Drum
mond recognized both horse and wagon, for 
he had driven them· often himself. The 
Irishman was Pat Morrissey. On the other 
side a brewery waggn was locking with the 
coal wagon, and an east-bound Kearney 
street car, wildly clanging its gong, the 
motorman shouting defiance at the crossing 
policemen, was dashing forward to com
plete the blockade. And wagon after wagon 
was locking and blocking and adding to the 
confusion. The meat wagons halted. The 
police were trapped. The roar at the rear 
increased as the mob came on to the at
tack, while the vanguard of the police 
charged the obstructing wagons. 

"We're in for it," Drummond remarked 
coolly to Catherine. 

"Yes," she nodded, with equal coolness. 
"What savages they are." 

His admiration for her doubled on itself. 
She was indeed his sort. He would have 
been satisfied with her even if she had 
screamed and clung to him, but this-this 
was magnificent. She sat in that storm 
center as calmly as if it had been no more 
than a block of carriages at the opera. 

The police were struggling to clear a 
passage. The driver of the coal wagon, a 
big man in shirt sleeves, lighted a pipe and 
sat smoking. He glanced down compla
cently at a captain of police who was raving 
and cursing at him, and his only acknowl
edgment was a shrug of the shoulders. 
From the rear arose the rat-tat-tat of clubs 
on heads and a pandemonium of cursing, 
yelling, and shouting. A violent accession 
of noise proclaimed that the mob had 
broken through and was dragging a scab 
from a wagon. The police captain rein
forced from his vanguard, and the mob at 
the rear was repelled. Meanwhile window 

after window in the high office building on 
the right had been opened, and the class
conscious clerks were raining a shower of 
office furniture down on the heads of po
lice and scabs. Waste-baskets, ink-bottles, 
paper-weights, typewriters-'-anything and 
everything that ·came to hand was filling 
the air. 

A policeman, under orders from his cap
tain, clambered to th~ lofty seat of the coal 
wagon to arrest the driver. And the driver, 
rising leisurely and peacefully to meet him, 
suddenly crumpled him in his arms and 
threw him down on top. of the captain. The 
driver was a young giant, and when he 
climbed on top his load and poised a lump 
of coal in both hands, a policeman, who was 
just scaling the wagon from the side, let go 
and dropped back to earth. . The captain 
ordered half a dozen of his men to take 
the wagon. The teamster, scrambling over 
the load from side to side, beat them down 
with huge lumps of coal. 

The crowd on the sidewalks and the 
teamsters on the locked wagons roared en
couragement and their own delight. The 
motorman, smashing helmets with his con
troller bar, was beaten into insensibility and 
dragged from his platform. The captain of 
police, beside himself at the repulse of his 
men, led the next assault on the coal wagon. 
A score of police were swarming up the 
tall-sided fortress. But the teamster multi
plied himself. At times there were six or 
eight policemen rolling on the pavement 
and under the wagon. Engaged in repul
sing an attack on the rear end of his fort
ress, the teamster turned about to see the 
captain just in the act of stepping on to the 
seat from the front end. He was still in 
the air and in most unstable equilibrium, 
when the teamster hurled · a thirty-pound 
lump of coal. It caught the captain fairly 
on the chest, and he went over backward, 
striking on a wheeler's back, tumbling on 
to the ground, and jamming against the 
rear wheel of the auto. 

Catherine thought he was dead, but he 
picked himself up and charged back. She 
reached out her gloved hand and patted 
the flank of the snorting, quivering horse. 
But Drummond did not notice the action. 
He had eyes for nothing save the battle 
of the coal wagon, while somewhere in. his 
complicated psychology one Bill Totts was 
heaving and straining in an effort to come 
to life. Drummond believed in law and 
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order and the maintenance of the estab
lished, but this riotous savage within him 
would have none of it. Then, if ever, did 
Freddie Drummond call upon his iron inhi
bition to save him. But it is written that 
tpe house divided against itself must fall. 
And Freddie Drummond found that he had 
divided all the will and force of him with 
Bill Totts, and between them the entity 
that constituted the pair of them was being 
wrenched in twain. 

Freddie Drummond sat in the auto, quite 
composed, alongside Catherine Van V orst ; 
but looking out of Freddie Drummond's 
eyes was Bill Totts, and somewhere behind 
those eyes, battling for the control of their 
mutual body, were Freddie Drununond, 
the sane and conservative sociologist, and 
Bill Totts, the class-conscious and bellicose 
union workingman. It was Bill Totts, look
ing out of those eyes, who saw the inevit
able end of the battle on the coal wagon. 
He saw a policeman gain the top of the 
load, a second, and a third. They lurched 
clumsily on the loose footing, but their 
long riot-clubs were out and swinging. One 
blow caught the teamster on the head. A 
second he dodged, receiving it on the shoul
der. For him the game was plainly up. 
He dashed in sud~enly, clutched two police
men in his arms, and hurled himself a 
prisoner to the pavement, his hold never 
relaxing on his two captors. 

Catherine Van Vorst was sick and faint 
at sight of the blood and brutal fighting. 
But her qualms were van~ished by the 
sensational and most unexpected happening 
that followed. The man beside her emitted 
an unearthly yell and rose to his feet. She 
saw him spring over the front seat, leap 
to the broad rump of the wheeler, and from 
their gain the wagon. His onslaught was 
like a whirlwind. Before the bewildered 
officer on top the load could guess the 
errand of this conventionally clad but ex
cited-seeming gentlemen,· he was the reci
pient of a punch that arched him back 
through the air to the pavement. A kick 
in the face led an ascending policeman to 
follow his example. A rush of three more 
gained the top and locked with Bill Totts 
it?-.. a gigantic clinch .• during whieh his scalp 
was opened up by a club, and coat, vest, 
and half his starched shirt were torn from 
him. But the three policemen were flung 
wide and far, and Bill Totts, raining down 
lumps of coal, held the fort. 

The captain led gallantly to the attack, 
but was bowled over by a chunk of coal 
that burst on his head in black baptism. 
The need of the police was to break the 
blockade in front before the mob" could 
break in at the rear, and Bill Totts' need 
was to hold the wagon till the mob did 
break through. So the battle of the coal 
went on. 

The crowd had recognized its cham¢on, 
"Big" Bill, as usual, had come to the front, 
and Catherine Van V orst was bewildered 
by the cries of "Bill! 0 you Bill!" that 
arose on every hand. Pat Morrissey, on 
his wagon seat, was jumping and scream
ing in an ecstasy, "Eat 'em, Bill! Eat 'em! 
Eat 'em alive!" From the sidewalk she 
heard a woman's voice cry out, "Look out, 
Bill-front end!" Bill took the warning 
and with well-directed coal cl~ned the 
front end of the wagon of assailants. Cath
erine Van Vorst turned her head and saw 
on the curb of the sidewalk a woman with 
vivid coloring and flashing bl~ck eyes who 
was staring with all her soul at the man 
who had been Freddie Drummond a few 
minutes before. 

The windows of the office building be
came vociferous with applause. The mob 
had broken through on one side the line 
of wagons, and was advancing, each seg
regated policeman the center of a fighting 
group. The scabs were torn from their 
seats, the traces of the horses cut, and the 
frightened animals put in flight. Many 
policemen crawled under the coal wagon 
for safety, while the loose horses, with 
here and there a policeman on their backs 
or strtJggling at their heads to hold them, 
surged acros·s the sidewalk opposite the 
jam and broke into Market street. 

Catherine Van V orst heard the woman's 
voice ·calling in warning. She was b~ck 
on the <;urb again, and crying out : 

"Beat it, Bill! Now's your time! Beat 
it!" 

The police for the moment had been 
swept away. Bill Totts leaped to the pave
ment and made his way to the woman on 
the sidewalk. Catherine Van Vorst saw 
her throw her arms around him and kiss 
him on the lips; and Catherine Van Vorst 
watched him curiously as he went on down 
the sidewalk, one arm around the woman, 
both· talking and laughing, and he with a 
volubility and abandon she could never 
have dreamed possible. 
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The police were back again and clearing 
the jam while waiting for reinforcements 
and new drivers and horses. The mob had 
done its work and was scattering, and 
Catherine Van Vorst, still watching, could 
see the man she had known as Freddie 
Drummond. He towered a head above the 
crowd. His arm was still about the wo
man. And she in the motorcar, watching, 
saw the pair cross Market street, cross· the 
Slot, and, disappear down Third street into 
the labor ghetto. 

* * * * * 
In the years that followed no more lee-

-l"'rom The Masses. 

tures were given in the University of Cali
fprnia by one Freddie Drummond, and no 
more books on economics and the labor 
question appeared over the name of Fred
erick A. Drummond. On the other hand 
there arose a new labor leader, William 
Totts by name. He it was who married 
Mary Condon, president of the Interna
tional Glove Workers Union No. 974; and 
he it was who called the notorious Cooks 
and Waiters' 'strike, which, before its suc
cessful termination, brought out with it 
scores of other unions, among which, of 
the more remotely allied, were the Chicken 
Pickers and the Undertakers. 

CLASS STRUGGLE AND CLASS HATE 

C LASS hatred? Why nobody that is 
grown up feels any class hatred when 

he is sitting home thinking about things. 
The doctrine of the class struggle is flatly 
opposed to class hate. It is a calm and lov
ing acknowledgement of the fact that our 
problems arise out of a conflict of interests 
which are inevitable and all right-all right 
on both sides. 

But of course after you go outdoors and 
get into the fight in a concrete situation, 
like that at Little Falls, where the knife is 
drawn and it's a clear case of life against 
profits, then you begin to see red, and you 
forget all about your theory, and start in 

calling names. But we ought not to mind 
a few swear words now and then, so long 
as our general philosophy is so;und. We 
don't have to shake hands at the end of each 
round. That would look silly. 

But we do have to keep the spirit of sym
pathy and good sense alive in our hearts, 
and recognize all along that human's is hu
man's. The true spirit for those on the un
der side of a class struggle is summed up 
forever in the greeting of Mother Jones to 
the Warden at .San Quentin-"Poor boy, 
God damn your soul, you can't help it!"
From The Masses. 
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Doing Us Good-And Plenty 
By Charles Edward Russell 

W
ELL, fellow Americans, tariff re

form wasn't the thing, after all, 
was it? 

Do you remember how we 
were told year after year that the abomin
able tariff was the root of all our troubles? 
It was the tariff that increased the cost of 
living; it was because of the tariff that we 
were getting relatively poorer all the time. 
Whenever we pointed out that provisions 
were constantly growing dearer, clothing 
cost more, and rents were higher, the an
swer fro~ the wise men was always pat. 

. 18 

Blame all this to the tariff, they said. It 
was behind the protecting . wall of the 
tariff that all such evils grew. 

They made the thing look rather plausi
ble, too. 

There was an import duty on meat, for 
instance. Therefore, we could bring no 
meat from abroad, and the American packer 
having no competition, could charge us 
what he pleased. That was the reason why 
meat was dear. 

There was an import duty on wool ; that 
was the reason why clothing was so d~ar . 
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There was an import duty on sugar ; 
that was the reason why sugar was high 
and all articles into which sugar entered 
cost us so much. 

There was an import duty on lumber; 
that made houses dear and rents high. 

On practically everything we consumed 
was an import duty, and thus we suffered 
from it. To make living cheap, therefore, 
behold the simple, certain prescription-Re
duce the tariff and you reduce the price we 
must pay. 

Same way with the trusts. 
Those hideous monsters of our dreams, 

how quickly they would vanish when the 
fierce, man-eating tariff should be driven 
from our midst! HThe tariff is the origin 
of the trusts," sang from ocean to ocean a 
large, if indiscriminate, chorus. Some per
sons thought the trust question was com
plex and difficult to handle. Gifted think
ers that were editing Democratic newspa
pers knew better. The simple way to abol
ish the trusts was to abolish or reduce the 
tariff that nourished the trusts. 

For instance, if beef were admitted free 
of duty, that would dispose of the Beef 
Trust, because then we could buy our meat 
from abroad and be independent and happy. 

If sugar were admitted free the Sugar 
Trust would not last twenty-four hours. 
Put lumber on the free list and watch the 
Lumber Trust melt away, and rents come 
down with a rush. Reduce the tariff on 
steel and the Steel Trust would cease to 
bother and the Wire Trust be at rest. 

And it seemed well that we should do 
something of the kind, for even to the dull
est and fattest witted observer the situation 
was becoming alarming; if not for him
self, being full of beef and mutton, at least 
to his country. You see the cost of living 
had been increasing rather rapidly for 
many years, and as wages had increased 
comparatively little, and in some instances 
not at all, this did seem to make a tough 
situation for the workingman. Even a fat 
millionaire Senator could see that-if it 
were brought to his attention often enough. 
It wasn't serious for him, of course, but it 
might be serious for somebody else. 

As to the fact itself, that was not a mat
ter of assertion; it was a matter of statis
tics as well as of common knowledge 
among the millions and millions affected by 
it. Of course old Senator Sorghum does 
not know anything about it from personal 

experience, because an increase in the cost 
of his living is offset by the natural in
crease in his revenue from the investments 
that are fattened upon other folks. But he 
can very easily ascertain all about it if he 
will turn to the official and other reports. 
Thus, for instance, what are called "index 
numbers," a device for registering average 
prices on the markets, show that in twelve 
years the average cost of living has in
creased 50 per cent, and in seventeen years 
it has increased nearly 80 per cent, but in 
the same period of seventeen years the 
average of wages and salaries has increased 
no more than 20 per cent. 

In other words, here is demonstration for 
the well-fed Senators of a fact that to all 
the workers needs no other demonstration 
than their experience. The worker in 
America is constantly growing poorer. 
Every year he must pay more for prac
tically everything he buys, and whatever 
good luck he may have had in securing an 
increase of wages the prices have soared 
faster than his income. Every worker 
knows this. It is only set down here to 
explain what happened to the mind of Sen
ator Sorghum when the fact was driven in 
upon him. 

Not only is the cost of living increasing 
more rapidly than any increase in wages, but 
every time wages are forced up, whether 
by strikes, threats, appeals, the work of the 
unions or what else, the fact is made an 
excuse for jacking up the cost of living 
another notch, so that the increase in the 
good man's wage really reacts to his disad-. 
vantage. 

Thus, when in 1910 the anthracite coal 
miners succeeded in extracting from the 
Coal Trust a slight increase in their wages, 
the Trust immediately used the fact as an 
excuse to advance the price of coal 25 
cents a ton, and thereby increased its in
come $15,000,000 a year; whereas the in
crease of wages it had granted to the min
ers cost the Trust only $6,440,000 a year
.thus adding $8,560,000 net to its yearly 
gouge. But the increase of 25 cents a ton 
went into the production cost and the trans-

. portation cost of 90 per cent of the things 
the miners bought ; with the result that 
they were no better off than they were be
fore. 

But the Trust had $8,560,000 more to 
divide. 

All these facts were undeniable and not 
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pleasant to contemplate, even to the gentle
men of the professional and well-to-do 
classes, to whom exclusively (for some rea
son never disclosed) we entrust our govern
ment. 

It was all well enough to have a working 
class perpetually. on a lower social plane, 
but if that working class was every year 
being worse fed and worse housed, and was 
getting constantly poorer, those among our 
legislators that were able to think at all 
conceived that the outlook was not wholly 
reassuring. 

Suppose the working class, for example, 
under such conditions, should get tired of 
being forever fooled into sup]X)rting Law
yer Sorghum and Politician l\1azuma ; sup
pose the worker should quit voting for his 
employers, as represented in the Republican 
and Democratic parties, and begin to vote 
for himself. You see the possibilities were 
not nice. Of course the worker never had 
revolted nor shown signs of insubordina
tion in his politics, but there was no telling 
what might happen in such an extraordi
nary situation. Where the cost of living 
was always increasing, and there was no 
corresponding increase in wages, was every 
possibility of trouble. Every year it was 
harder for the workingman's wife to make 
her husband's income buy the food for the 
household and clothe the children ; every 
year she must scrimp more and practice 
more self-denial; and every year the 
chances for the children grew worse. 

For all this again some of the well-fed 
contingent told us the simple remedy was 
to reduce the tariff. If we could import 
the articles now monopolized by the innu
merable trusts the trusts would dry up and 
blow away all commodities would nec
essarily be cheapened, and, of course, down 
would come the cost of living. 

Workingmen were told this throughout 
the campaign of 1912, and seemed to be
lieve what they were told, for the country 
'elected a Democratic President and a Con
gress Democratic in both houses, and this 
Democratic administration promptly ap
plied the simple remedy that had been doped 
out by the wise men. Congress passed the 
law reducing the tariff on most things and 
abolishing it on those important /articles 
that were supposed to control the high cost 
of living. 

Bread was put on the free list; so were 
crackers. 

Meat was put on the free list. 
Milk and eggs, potatoes, cattle and hogs, 

fruits and lard were put on the free list. 
Vv ool was put on the free list. 
Corn and cornmeal were put on the free 

list; so were bacon and hams. 
Lumber was put on the free list. 
Wheat and flour were put practically on 

the free list. 
Coal was put on the free list to reduce 

manufacturing cost and household ex
penses; so was kerosene. 

Iron ore, pig iron, hides, leather, boots 
and shoes, cotton, steel ingots, billets and 
slabs were put on the free list. 

The duty on sugar was greatly reduced 
for the time being, to be abolished a little 
later. 

Salt was put on the free list ; so were 
fresh water fish. 

As you will see, a whole bill of fare, and 
then some. 

This great and wonderful reform has 
now been in operation about one year. 

The result is that the cost of living has 
not been reduced; the trusts have not been 
busted, but only benefited; the situation of 
labor has not been improved. 

Exactly as before, the w.orkers continue 
to grow poorer. The cost of living contin
ues to increase upon them. There is no 
corresponding increase in their wages. The 
winter of 1913-14 was the worst that the 
working class has seen in the country for 
many years ; more men were out of work; 
there was in all parts of the country a more 
acute distress. Chicago, St. Louis, San 
Francisco, and many other cities saw dem
onstrations by the unemployed the like of 
which had never before been witnessed in 
American communities. In New York the 
charitable societies estimated that there 
were 350.000 men without employment, and 
it was admitted that the resources of the 
city government and of private charity 
were utterly unable to cope with the situa
tion. Many of the unions were caring for 
unusual numbers of the destitute among 
their members. In more than one city the 
well-to-do were appalled at the plain mani
festations of distress and discontent among 
what are called in snobbish speech "the 
unfortunate." · 

So it is apparent, brethren, that Tariff 
Reform isn't the thing; they were not giv
ing to us the correct dope when they handed 
that out. We have had the blessed old tariff 
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reformed and reduced and amputated and 
tinkered with in every way those experts 
could suggest, and the trouble keeps on ex
actly as before. 

Still the cost of living increases, and there 
is no corresponding increase in wages and 
salaries. Still, therefore, the whole work
ing class is getting poorer and the prospect 
for the children of that class gets darker. 

But the tariff tinkerers were not the only 
Old Docs that undertook to find a cure for 
these augmenting troubles. A great many 
declared that at bottom the whole thing was 
a question of getting more out of the land. 
We were not producing enough. 

Thus, if we produced more wheat the 
price would fall, and that would bring down 
the price of bread, and when bread fell of 
course other things would fall, too, and 
there you are with a full solution. Back 
to the farm-that was the grand idea. Let 
everybody go to farming. Only a small 
part of the total surface of the land was 
cultivated. Immense areas in addition were 
susceptible of cultivation. Let all those 
now suffering from poverty in our cities go 
west and turn farmer. This would relieve 
the congestion in the labor market and at 
the same time reduce the cost of living by 
increasing enormously the supplies of food. 
How the people of the cities were to get 
possession of farms was not explained, nor 
how if they got the land they would find 
farming profitable when the prices of all 
fium products were to be cut in half or so. 
But trifles like these were not allowed to 
stand in the way of the only true and infal
lible remedy for all the ills of the nation. 
Hence, back to the land! Let everybody turn 
farmer! Shoes, probably, would grow on 
trees, and trousers on bushes. Anyway, 
back to the land! 

Well, it seems we have been going bauk 
to the land, and we have been increasing 
our farm products, and yet nobody can de
tect any change in the general situation, ex
cept that it grows worse. 

I have here the figures before me. In 
1913 there were more farms than ever, and 
they produced more food. The value of the 
farm products raised in the United States 
in that year was more than six billion dol
lars, and exceeded any crop records in our 
history. We raised about twice as much in 
1913 as we raised in 1899, and a billion dol
lars' worth more than we raised in 1909. 
It was the bumper crop of America. 

The number of farms had increased 11 
per cent since 1910. The total number in 
1913 was 6,600,000. 

So we have been going back to the land, 
and we have been applying this far-famed 
remedy, and these are the results. I do not 
need to preach any pessimistic view of the 
outcome. An official bulletin of the Agri
cultural Department tells the story and sup
plies the comment. First, the facts. The 
bulletin says: 

Corn, with a value of $1,692,000,000, comprised 
28 per cent of the value of all crops, although the 
volume was under 'the record. The other princi
pal crops with values are given in the order in 
which they come: Cotton, $798,000,000; hay, 
$797,000,000; wheat-the largest crop ever raised 
in this country-$610,000,000; oats, $440,000,000; 
potatoes, $228,000,000; tobacco, $122,000,000; bar
ley, $96,000,000; sweet potatoes, $43,000,000; sugar 
beets, $34,000,000; Louisiana cane sugar, $26,000,-
000; rye, $26,000,000; rice, $22,000,000; flaxseed, 
$21,000,000; hops $15,000,000; buckwheat, $10,000,-
000. 

In quantity of estimated production the record 
has been broken by wheat, rye, rice, sugar beets, 
beet sugar, and the total of beet and cane sugar. 
Of the remaining crops, oats, barley, cotton and 
hops have been exceeded twice in production. 

The value of the crops of 1913 is high. A new 
high record in estimated value is made by , the 
total of all cereals, and separately by corn, cot
ton, cottonseed, tobacco, and sugar beets. Only 
once has there been a higher estimated value of 
oats, rye, rice, potatoes, hay, hops, and the total 
of beet and cane sugar. Only twice has the esti
mated value of wheat and of beet sugar been ex
ceeded. 

Dairy products of 1913 are estimated at more 
than $814,000,000; ~gs and fowls have an esti
mated value of more than $578,000,000. 

The wool production of 1913 was estimated at 
304,000,000 pounds. 

The prices of fourteen principal crops average 
about 20.2 per cent higher than a year ago and 
4.6 per cent higher than .. two years ago. Their 
total values average about 3.8 per cent higher than 
a year ago and 7.6 per cent higher than two years 
ago. 

The value of the agricultural exports of do
m.estic production in the fiscal year 1913 was $1,-
123,021,469, an amount which has not before been 
equaled. The reexports, otherwise called the ex
ports of foreign agricultural products, are esti
mated at $12,000,000. The socalled balance of 
trade in agricultural products is in favor of the 
exports of domestic farm products by $296,-
000,000. 

The cotton crop now seems to be established 
in value as next in order after corn. The lint of 
this crop in 1913, at the price of December 1, had 
an estimated value of $798,000,000, and this· was 
not equaled in any former year. It is 14% per 
cent above the average of the preceding. five 
years. The estimated number of bales of 500 
pounds gross weight in this crop is 13,677,000; 
consequently, this crop has fieen exceeded in 
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quantity by the crops of 1911 and 1912. If the 
estimated value of the cotton seed is added to 
that of lint, the total farm value of this crop 
amounts to $945,000,000, an increase of 16 per cent 
over the average of the previous five years. 

That seems to make the back to the farm 
argument look pretty sick. But listen to 
what the department says: 

"However desirable increased production on 
farms may appear to be from the consumer's 
standpoint, it does not follow that such increased 
production would result in any increase in the 
cash income per farm or per capita of farm popu
lation, or that prices paid by consumers would be 
any lower. 

Had the total production in 1913 equaled or ex
ceeded the 1912 production, it seems probable that 
the cash income per farm would not have been 
greater, and might have been less than in 1912; 
but it is extremely doubtful whether the cost to 
the consumer would have been any less, because 
retail prices are promptly raised on a prospect of 
underproduction, but are very slow to decline if 
there is overproduction. 

So it seems there is little hope here; the 
prices of food continue to increase, but the 
farmer gets nothing of the increase. 

Something deeper and far more radical 
than this seems to be our ailment. 

Not long ago Congressman H. W. Sum
mers of Texas, who represents a cotton 
growing constituency, made a sensation in 
the House of Representatives by a speech 
on the condition of the Southern farmer. 
He said: 

It is said that the man who makes two blades 
of grass grow where one grew is a public bene
factor, but we are offering !llighty poor encour
agement for the two-blade production if the two 
blades bring less money than the one would have 
brought. 

In 1910 Southern farmers produced 12,000,000 
bales of cotton. The world said that was not 
enough. The next year they produced 16,000,000 
bales. It cost them millions of dollars more. The 
world's appreciation was shown by penalizing 
them $125,000,000. The corn crop of 1912 was 
considerably larger than that of the preceding 
year, yet it brought $50,000,000 less. 

Plainly, then, the farmer is not getting 
the profit from the increased cost of living. 

To a worker no demonstration is needed 
that the working class is not getting it; he 
knows that well enough from his own daily 
experience. For the benefit of others it may 
be well to refer again to the statistics. The 
census of 1910 showed that the average in
come of a workingman that was the head 
of a family was a trifle over $500 a year. 
Investigations of the Agricultural Depart
ment showed a year or two ago that to sup-

port an average family in anything like de
cency anywhere in the United States at 
least $900 a year would be required. The 
New York Association for Improving the 
Condition of the Poor recently went into 
this subject scientifically, and its tests 
showed that the conclusions of the Agricul
tural Department were too optimistic. The 
Association took twenty-seven tenement 
house families that it was caring for, and, 
after deliberate investigation, adduced the 
following table as giving the least a family 
could subsist upon in New York city, any
way: 
Rent and light ...................... : ..... $ .65 
Food ............................. 0 0 0 0 0 .• 1.298 
Clothing ...... 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 ... 0 . 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 .... 0 . 0 • .433 
Fuel ....... 0. 0 0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0. 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. o045 
Lunches .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 •. 0 0 0 0 0 0 • . . . • .089 
Dues ........ 0 0 0 0 0. 0 .• 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 .068 
Medicine ..... 0 .. 0 . 0 . 0 •• 0 0 0 0 0 0 ••.•. 0 . 0 . • • .079 
Ice ............ 0 •... 0 0. 0. 0 0. 0. 0 ..• 0 .• 0... 005 
Carfare ..... 0 0 •. 0 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 ....•• 0 . . . . • .065 
Household supplies ...... 0 .. 0 0 .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 . • .091 
Miscellaneous ............... 0 • 0 .. 0 .•. 0 . . • .097 

Total daily budget ..... 0 0 .••• 0 .•••. 0 0 ...• $2.965 
Total yearly budget ............. 0 0. 0 ... $1,082.00 

If we take the Agricultural Department's 
figures as indicating the best that can be 
done in small communities, which is prob
ably the case, and the tables of the Asso
ciation for Improving the Condition of the 
Poor as showing the conditions in larger 
cities, we must be appalled at the next fact 
we are called upon to contemplate, whi<'h is 
that an analysis of the income tax facts of 
1913 showed that 96 per cent of the people 
of the United States that have any income 
at all, whether from wages, salaries or in
vestments, have an average annual income 
of $601. 

It is very common among well-fed per
sons that think superficially, or not at all, 
to push aside any such terrible facts as these 
by saying that anyway the worker can bet
ter his condition if he wishes to do so. All 
he needs to do is to practice thrift, economy, 
zeal and other virtues, and be diligent in 
the performance of his duties. If he is 
faithful and intelligent he is sure to rise, 
and meantime let him deny himself and rut 
money in the savings bank and get rich and 
independent. 

J!aving delivered himself of which, this 
kind of a philosopher 'usually lights a fresh 
cigar and delivers an impressive lecture on 
the improvidence of the working classes. 
The thing has become so common that we 
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even have now a National Thrift Society 
for the purpose of teaching workingmen 
and their wives how to make two dishes of 
one soup bone and to turn papa's trousers 
a third time for little Willie. 

It is easy enough for a man with an in
come of $25,000 a year to preach thrift. If 
he were one of the many millions of work...: 
ers whose average annual income is $500 
with a $900 family to support his eloquence 
on this subject would drop a little. How 
are you to practice economy when every 
cent you can earn or hope to earn is swept 
away the moment it touches your hand by 
pressing needs and imperative demands ? 
The Thrift Society has not told us this. I 
wish it would in the next beautifully printed 
bulletin. 

But about this matter of improving your 
condition and rising in the world and all 
that. 

It is customarily put forth with a wealth 
of instances to make the grand old truth 
apparent to every workingman. James J. 
Hill began life as a farmer's boy, Charles 
M. Hays was an obscure clerk in a railroad 
office, Thomas F. Ryan's first job was to 
sweep out a store at $3 a week, Charles M. 
Schwab used to be a workman in an iron 
mill, Andrew Carnegie landed on these 
shores all btit penniless. See? These are 
the opportunities offered in this coun.try to 
men that are zealous and industrious. Be 
zealous; that's the thing. Regard your em
ployer's interest as your own. Serve him 
faithfully and get your wages increased. 
Then you will not have to complain about 
hard times and the increased cost of living. 

Yes. Well, there is about one foreman, 
overseer, superintendent· or other salaried 
officer to every 333 workers, so that even 
at the best the gaudy prospect offered by 
this prescription is that maybe one person 
in 333 can rise and the rest must remain 
exactly as they are, no matter how hard 
they may strive, no matter how diligent, 
industrious, zealous and serviceable they 
may be. They can wear out their hearts 
and lives in the effort to improve their con
dition, and have nothing io show for it but 
their pains. 

This is on the theory that all officers of 
all corporations and industries are taken 
from the ranks, and that such officers have 
the same average length of life that work
ers have. 

But, as a matter of fact, the situation is 

much worse than I have shown, because 
most officers are not taken from the ranks, 
and the average length of life among them 
is much greater than among toilers 

Prof. Scott Nearing, in his valuable book, 
"Financing the Wage Earner's Family," has 
some interesting facts that illuminate this 
subject. He takes the railroad worker as 
a typical case, which is good, since it is the 
officer of the railroad that is most frequent
ly held up to the admiring throng as an 
example of "getting on in the world." 

It appears that ostensibly and on the face 
of the returns a railroad trainman has one 
chance in three hundred of becoming some 
kind of an officer on his line, but he has 
every year a far greater chance of being 
killed in the performance of his duty for 
his kind and generous employer. Every 
year he has one chance in twenty of being 
injured and one chance in one hundr·ed of 
being killed. If he shall work as long as 
twenty years while he seeks by diligence and 
zeal to better his condition, the chances are 
even that in that period he will be injured, 
and one to six that he will be killed, so that 
the chance of being injured is three hundred 
times as great and of being killed is fifty 
times as great as his chance of becoming 
a general officer in the company. 

From this and other illustrations Prof. 
Nearing deduces that the tendency of mod
em industry is toward a form of organiza
tion that will require the wage-worker to 
remain a wage-worker, and without the 
least hope of being anything else. 

Prof. Nearing also seems to find that 
when a worker reaches thirty years of age 
the slender, elusive chances he may have 
had, one in three hundred or four hundred 
of securing a better position, are practically 
exhausted, and from that time on he can 
look for nothing better, but only things 
worse. At thirty he has reached• the maxi
mum of his earning power. But there is 
no limit to the minimum, for wages are al
ways subject to contingencies of sickness, 
accidents, suspensions in the industry, over
production, new inventions and the like. 

So while the cost of living increases upon 
this working class and there is no corre
sponding increase in its wages, it is con
fronted with an iron-bound condition that 
offers no possible escape from a state 
steadily growing worse. This is not the de
duction of an agitator; it is the conclusion 
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of the hignest authority in the United States 
on work and wages. 

No, it is perfectly obvious that the work
ing man is not getting any of the profit 

. that is reaped from the increased cost of 
living. Nor is the working woman. Mr. 
Abram I. Elkus, of the recent New York 
State Commission to investigate factory 
conditions, made a searching inquiry 
about two great industries that employed 
together 10,893 women, and found that hun
dreds of these women received a compensa
tion of $3 a week or less, while other hun
dreds received less than $8 each. On this 
he said: 

"Some remedy is needed for such conditions. 
You know and I know that women can't live and 
keep body and soul together on such a wage as 
this. We have got to give the employes a living 
wage." 

Miss Mary Dreier, another investigator, 
said that the object of the state was to dis
cover if there were any industries that were 
paying wages upon which employees could 
not live, and the Commission had ascer
tained that there were thousands of girls 
earning from $3.50 to $7 a week. 

"We know they can't live properly on 
that," said Miss Dreier, "and still they go 
along doing the best they can. We also 
know big able-bodied men earning not more 
than $7 or $9 a week. They have families 
to support, and we know it can't be done." 

Miss Dreier said th~t in one store she 

investigated the rule was that the chairs for 
sales girls which were required by law were 
not to be used, and that the girls were 
afraid· to tell about it. 

"Why is that?" she asked. 
A girl in the crowd called back, "Black

list." 
So it appears that not only do these 

women work for less than enough to live 
on, but they are denied the right of speak
ing about the conditions under which they 
work, even when those conditions violate 
the law. Some one with an expert ·mind 
should point out the difference between 
such a situation and the slavery that ex
isted in the South before the Civil War. 

Still, the great toll is collected, and more 
of it every year, for still the perilous· condi
tion is maintained under which the cost of 
living is increasing, and there is no corre
sponding increase in wages and salaries. 
\\There, then, does the tribute go? The 
farmer does not get it, but complains all 
the time of diminished returns for his hard 
work, complains so bitterly that he is now 
organizing or trying to organize a huge 
marketing system of his own that will save 
him a part of the money now taken from 
him. The worker does not get it, because 
he grows always poorer, and slides down
ward to lower standards of living and 
bleaker prospects for himself and his chil
dren. Where does it go? 

(Mr. Russell will answer this question in the August number) 

Th.e Marseillaise in th.e T omhs 
Written by Upton Sinclair on hearing the four girls who were 

arrested with him for picketing the Standard Oil offices, singing the 
Marseillaise in the next cell to his in the Tombs prison, New York. 

FIRST COJlles the settler with his ax and plow, 
.·He clears the land and founds the future state; 

A Freeman, proud and happy in his toil, 
Sure that the nation will be strong and great; 

Then comes the trader, with his cunning wiles, 
He takes the land-the freeman is a slave; 

And justice sleeps, hatred and murder reign, 
Hunger and want pursue men to their grave. 

They rear the prison with its iron bars, 
And all the solemn majesty of law; 

But hark, the sound! The prison walls awake, 
The song that roused a people into war. 

Rejoice, rejoice! The voice of hope is heard, 
There are no bars forged by the powers of wrong, 

There .stands no prison upon God's fair earth 
That can withstand the fury of that song. 



EXPERTS ASSORTING TOBA~CO. 

The Poor Man .. s Smoke 

By Marion Wright 

T
HANK goodness! the working man 

is still permitted "baccy," though 
the noonday and evening pipe is 
about the only consolation left in 

some parts to the man who toils by capi
talist and capricious reformer. Bad habit 
it undoubtedly is, but there is many a 
philosophic comforter born in a wreath 
of smoke. Mark Twain died with a cigar 
in his mouth, and often stated that to
bacco was his greatest aid. The average 
man feels at peace with the world when 
he is smoking and no remedy that will 
dissipate a grouch should be considered 
more harmful than the disease. 

As "Havana," in speaking of tobacco, 
calls to mind our millionaire friends in 
their plush clubs,' we will cop.sider a less 
pretentious, though not one whit inferior 
brand of tobacco-the Filipino. And in 
passing let us prick with .the point of our 
meddlesome pen the Havana ·bubble. 
Know ye, all who pull out a "two-fer-a-
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quarter pure Havana cigar," and dream 
pure Havana dreams, that there is only 
one small valley in the world that pro
duces genuine Havana tobacco. This lies 
near the city of that name in Cuba and its 
crop is contracted for years in advance. 
There is not enough Havana tobacco 
grown in a year if root, stalk and leaf 
were used, to put a wisp half as big as a 
broomstraw in one ten-thousandth of the 
"pure Havana cigars" sold in the world 
in one month. The Havana fake is on a 
par with that of French champagne. Ex
perts have proved by facts and figures 
that there is not enough acreage in wine 
grapes in all France to produce the wine 
sold under one standard brand in the 
United States alone, to say nothing of the 
amount consumed in the great capitals of 
Europe. So let us forget the aristocrat 
with his exclusive brand and turn to to
bacco that is tobacco and of which there 
is such an abundance that it will be long 
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permitted ·to live ·110riestly under its own 
name. 

The Philippines is the home of tobacco. 
There, almost without exception, men, 
women and children smoke. You can get 
a light from a naked youngster of six or 
from a grandma smoking a cigar six 
inches long and thick as a longshoreman's 
thumb. A package of thirty cigarettes 
of the best costs a nickel. A cigar you 
will pay a quarter for at home comes to 
five cents gold in fhe islands, while one 
producing a snowy white ash-no dull 
gray, but hard white-can be procured at 
the rate of three for .five. This is the 
smoker's paradise. No wonder from Ma
nila alone are exported 196 million cigars 
and 33 million cigarettes every year. No 
wonder the total product of its factories 
is four times as many cigars ~nd fifty 
times as niany cigarettes. No wonder one 
factory alone turns out twenty thousand 
cigars and six to seven million machine
made cigarettes a day. No wonder the 
employes of this factory work at their 
machines on piece work from four o' ~lock 
in the morning to five o'clock in the after
noon. No wonder that with an hour and 
a half for their simple meal of rice and 
fish employes in the same factory stay 
with their hand piece work from seven 
o'clock in the morning to ten o'clock at 
night. 

Let us visit a typical factory, in a clean, 
well-ventilated room; seven hundred men 
and women of the fifteen hundred em
ployed are at work. There is no smell 
save- an indistinct fragrance, the fragrance 
that one gets as one buries one's nose in 
the best Christmas present to friends at 
home-a box of Manilas. 

Cleanliness and ventilation are the two 
essentials for contented workmen and the 
tobacco factories of Manila satisfy both 
these requirements, each of the large fac
tories having its own plantation or 
hacienda. This was not always true, but 
the vendors of other brands of tobacco 
fought the Philippine product savagely 
on sanitary grounds alone. "You may be 
smoking Asiatic plague or other vile dis
eases of the Orient," they warned the 
man who asked for a "Manila." Manufac
turers of Manila went their critics one 
better by making their factories real 
models of cleanliness. If the thing were 

possible, they carried the point to an ex
treme, employes being requir~d to dress 
in spotless white. 

One company in the Philippines owns 
forty thousand acres of the best tobacco 
land in the islands and operates the larg
est cigar 'factory in the world. It has 
more than eight thousand tenants on its 
various plantations and in addition owns 
and operates ten large steamers, with 
ninety smaller vessels, making a . fleet. of 
one hundred ships. There are in addi
tion innumerable small growers who are 
willing to sell to the buyers who go up 
and down through the provinces. To
bacco comes from Isabela and Ilocos 
Norte, but the great tobacco growing dis
trict is the valley of the Rio Grande de 
Cagayan. . 

At one time the tobacco growers used 
to dispose of their crop before it was 
ready to dry, but since the American oc
cupation the advice of experts has pro
duced a radical change both in the quality 
and in the quantity. 

On the hacienda, the most primitive 
methods of cultivation are in use. The 
tinv wooden plow is of Chinese origin, 
with narrow iron shoes shaped like wings. 
The only work animal is the carabao, 
slow-moving servant of a slow-moving 
master. 

The seed beds must be on high ground, 
well exposed to wind and sun. They 
cover from forty to fifty feet square. 

The seeds are taken from the pods of 
plants with the finest flowers, kept in 
earthen jars to protect them against 
moisture. They are mixed with fine dry 
sand or ashes and pressed down with the 
bare· foot into the prepared soil. When 
the young plants begin to show above the 
ground they are provided with house cov
ering of bamboo or banana leaves from 
early morning to evening. Day and 
night the grower watches them like chil
dren. After a month and a half or two 
months the plants are taken up and care
fully pulled on moonlight nights or in 
the cool of the early morning, and then 
transplanted to a new home where they 

... will have more room to grow. If three 
weeks after· their move they show steady 
signs of growth the plow is again brought 
to bear over the land between the rows, 
and another two months later they are 



"ON A LEDGE IS A LITTLE POT OF GUM-EVERYTHING ELSE IN THE FACTORY IS FILIPINO." 

trimmed so as to produce nothing but 
thick, gummy leaves. As soon as the 
leaves develop the hardest work begins. 

Tobacco insects are not only numerous 
but increasing in their ravages, day and 
night; day in and day out, in rain or sun
shine, men, women and children have to 
be up and doing. It is a weird sight to 
see, by the light of moving torches, the 
varicolored figures bending anxiously 
over their precious charges. Green bugs 
make for the top of the plant, yellow bugs 
attack the leaves, black bugs perforate 
the trunk, white moths fly around the 
leaves, laying their eggs here, there and 
everywhere to create an army of cater
pillars ready for everlasting damage. 

If the leaves ever assume the yellow 
tinge which shows that ripening has com

. menced it is for no lack of care. 
Drying takes from twenty-five to thirty 

days-or a little less in the sun. The 
grower has not learned the quality of 
fresh green leaves, so he arranges them 
according to size after being dampened 
and tied up in bales. If the buyer is buy
ing from a private grower the price per 
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bale is already fixed before the bargain is 
struck. The only question is as to the 
grade to which the leaves belong. First
class leaves will fetch seven dollars gold; 
fifth-class leaves will fetch twenty-five 
cents, though by reasonable care a 
grower can get twenty-eight times as 
much. Every factory in Manila has an 
output onto the Pasig river, or onto one 
or another of the countless small streams 
that run into the river. The tobacco is 
landed at the back door and carried 
straight up to the drying room. Here it 
is given a hot-air treatment. As soon as 
the treatment is deemed sufficient the 
leaves are taken out. In some cases they 
have not been stripped and a stalk or a 
small leaf has yet to be taken out. Old 
women and children do this work. It is 
unskilled labor, but experts are required 
to grade the tobacco leaves. The double 
grading seems unnecessary, but the 
"tobaquero" dare not risk sending out 
poor material for good. The leaf is now 
ready for making into the finished prod
uct. If it is for cigarettes it has to be 
chopped up firie. In one end of the rna-
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chine goes the chopped tobacco; out at 
theother end comes the finished cigarette. 
There is no hand interference. Gum and 
paper is suppli~d en route. The cigar
ettes are rapidly carried to a small table. 
Here sits the worker with her packages. 
Each package holds thirty, no more_ or 
less; A girl who is quick at her work 
can count thirties out of the heap at the 
rate of four thousand an hour. There is 
no actual counting. Her right hand on 
the heap-and opens it ready for the grip. 
Like lightning it closes on the right num
ber. With the left she draws an empty 
package towards the filled hand. Another 
flash and the package is no longer empty. 
A rapid movement and the cigarettes are 
lightly pressed dow'n and readY. for the 
consumer. 

The cigar process is different. The 
leaves, now properly graded, are laid flat 
on the table. With a sharp, broad knife 
they are cut into the required length and 
shape. On a ledge is a little pot of gum. 
Everything else in the factory is Filipino 
but this and the wood of the cigar boxes, 
which comes from Germany. The leaves 

are rolled between the hands gradually 
over and over till, from a flat, shapeless 
mass, they begin to assume the form of a 
cigar. Then the gum is applied with the 
tip of the finger where it is necessary, 
and the rolling and the gumming con
tinue until it assumes the elongated oval 
shape that has come to be the perquisite 
of a cigar. 

Now one would think that the box 
stage has been reached, but there are sev
eral steps to be gone through yet. Some 
smokers like a dark cigar, some a light 
"Colorado" and "Claro"-terms well 
known to connoisseurs-and between 
"Colorado" and "Claro" are "Colorado 
Claro" and "Claro Colorado," which des
ignate the cigar that is neither very light 
nor very dark. Behind a dark gauze 
shade, to exclude anything but the pure 
light, an old man is patiently putting 
cigars in their proper class. He never 
errs, he never hesitates. Every cigar goes 
surely into its own group, and as one 
looks into the groups one stands amazed 
at the absolute equality of color. 

PACKING CIGARETTES. 
"A Girl Who Is Quick at Her Work Can Count Thirties Out of the Heap at the Rate of Four Thousand an Hour." 
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.The best are wrapped up in silver pa
per, in gold paper, or even inclosed in a 
hermetically sealed. glass tube. Here they 
lie awaiting the time when they will be 
drawn out for use, to do their duty to 
chase away troubles, to make and keep 
friends, to soothe the nervous, to bring 
back remembrances of home and the girl. 
We have seen all there is to see. We ask 
for a "fosforo," we draw from our pocket 
the luscious weed the factory has just 
given us for a reminder, we carefully 
draw off its wrappings and throw them to 

the winds, the lighted match is applied to 
the pointed end, one puff and all our 
thought is of what we have seen and 
gone through. The rapid movement of 
countless hands, the thousand odd intent 
workers, the wonderful issue of that fac
tory is typical of other factories in Ma
nila, of the whole islands. It is a far cry 
from the busy, troubled "tao" in the far
off Cagayan valley to the little red store 
on the corner, but tobacco bridges the 
g-ulf. Let us smile, smoke and be thank
ful. 

ONE BIG UNION 
BY WADE SHURTLEFF 

Secretary Ohio State Federation of the Brother-hood of Railway Clerks. 

I DO not believe in strikes in the trans
portation industry. As transportation 
workers we should be so well organ
ized that strikes would not be neces

sary. During the month of March, 1913, 
we had a flood in Ohio. Cleveland es
caped without loss of life, but our flats 
were flooded, the railroads were crippled, 
and what happened? In one day eleva
tors began shutting down, steam coal 
doubled itself in price, meat from out of 
town could not be had at any price, and 
poultry went up in price from 15 to 24 
cents a pound. This all happened with 
four roads out of commission-what 
would have happened if all the roads had 
been tied up? Cleveland would have 
been starving in two days. 

With this evidence of the necessity that 
the railroads be kept running, why have 
not the Illinois Central boys won ·their 
strike long before this? You can not say 
the boys have not fought, yes, even unto 
death; they have filled the jails, starved 
and stood steadfast, and yet after nineteen 
months we find them still on the firing 
line-going to win, this we know and are 
sure of, but why have they not won long 
before this? 

The answer is simple: We are not 
organized right. We fight right. Many 
of the trades have said in the past that 
the clerks would not fight, yet on the 
Illinois Central the union clerks came, out 

to a man, and helped to fill the jails in the 
fight. 

The Machinists, Boiler Makers, Car 
Men, Blacksmiths and Helpers, Steam
fitters, Sheet Metal Workers, Painters, 
Brotherhood of Railway Clerks and La
borers, all came out, and have remained 
out. But on the other hand we find the 
Federation of Labor Freight Handlers 
and the Federation. of Labor Telegraph 
Operators still working. ~ Think of it.:
working with seven other of the Federa
tion of Labor unions battling for their 
lives. And along with them are the in
dependent brotherhoods. We can hardly 
blame the Brotherhood of Trainmen, 
Firemen, Engineers, Conductors and oth
ers not affiliated with the Federation of 
Labor for remaining at work and looking 
with suspicion on the transportation 
workers in the Federation of Labor where 
they scab on each other. 

The question for the boys to decide is, 
do they want an organization that can 
lick the boss, and do it without a strike, 
or do they want to go through more of 
the Illinois Central experiences? It is 
up to them, not the officers, but the rank 
and file who do all the suffering, and pay 
all the dues. When they say it shall stop 
it will stop, and not until then. 

Did you ever stop to think-the capi
talistic class has; it is a reason why they 
fight the federation so-that there is not 
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more than three days' supply of food in 
any city? There is not more than two 
weeks' supply of coal. That today when 
a craft on the railroad goes out on strike, 
instead of having to fight the railroad 
corporations of the country (for the rail
road corporations are united into one big 
union-and they make an injury to one 
the concern of all, and well do the I. C. 
boys know this), instead of.having to bat
tle with them, we find 35 different other 
trades or craft organizations that we have 
to lick before we can reach the boss. Is 
it any wonder that it takes us nineteen 
months to do the job? Give us one big 
union of all the transportation workers, 
and if we had a strike we would all strike 
together. . Well, boys, there is only two 
or three days' of supply in any city
leave that sink in-the railroads would 
have to come to terms inside of a week~ 
or the railroad officials and the capitalist 
class would have a taste of the bread line 
that they never had before, and when it 
came to doing without their regulars they 
would not be in it with the working class, 
who are not only used to it, but in such 
a case would be prepared for it. But there 
would be no starving, there would be no 
strike ; we would come to an agreement 
and the agreement would be just what 
the transportation workers asked for. 

And how can this be accomplished? 
Nothing easier. Just One Big Union. 

Now do not howl Knights of Labor at 
me. I know they accomplished more 
while in existence than was ever accom
plished before or since with their one big 
imperfectly formed union, but organized 
capital put one over on them by getting· 
the wage workers to divide their forces 
into separate craft unions and have been 
whipping them ever since. Do not howl 
A. R. U. and Debs. We know their 
mixed transportation organization was 
not organized right, even though it took 
the U. S. army along with union scabs to 
whip them. And do not throw up your 
hands in horror and scream I. W. W. 
sabotage, although that word "sabotage" 
makes the chills run up the back of every 
cockroach capitalist who lives on divi
dends. Forget them all. Neither do I 
wish to destroy the present brQ.therhoods 
or unions on the railroads. I simply want 
them to make good that long suit cry of 
theirs that "In union there is strength," 
and get together into One Big Union. 
Not a loose Federation in which the F. 
of L. telegraphers can be working-some 
of us call -it scabbing-while the F. of L. 
clerks are striking, but one Federation 
of all railroad organizations, with one 
general head, with a common defense 
fund into which we could all pay and 
from which we could all draw. When 
such an organization is formed there will 
be no more strikes. 

LEST WE FORGET 
By Kate Sadler 

A 
GREAT Historical Event took 
place in Seattle on May 30, 1914. 
Memorial Day has taken on a new 
meaning. It has been clothed 

with a Dignity and Grandeur that no 
military celebration could ever have 
brought to it. This came through La
bor's efforts, as all else has come. Seattle 
has set an example to the Labor Move
ment of the UNITED STATES which 
is best expressed in the old saying, Go 
thou and do likewise. Here is where 
Imitation will surely become the sin
·cerest flattery. Labor has changed this 
DAY, as it will change all other days, 

whenever Labor sufficiently exerts itself 
and forgets the master, focusing its eyes 
upon the men, women and children of its 
own ranks and upon INDUSTRY, from 
which all must draw their sustenance. 

Yes, Labor determined that the time 
had come to pay loving tribute to its own 
dead, to commemorate as an HISTORIC 
EVENT those who have fallen in the 
TERRIBLE INDUSTRIAL BATTLES, 
those who have been murdered quickly, 
and those whose lives have been one long 
ago11y of toil. The babe, the youth, the 
middle aged and the old, all, all are re
membered, as witnesseth the evergreen 
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Photo by Villers, Seattle. 
LABOR'S MEMORIAL DAY, SEATTLE. 

float entitled, "LEST WE FORGET.'' 
Upon their fallen bodies, upon their 
crushed and bleeding forms, upon their 
broken hearts and despite their anguished 
protests has been built our so-called civi
lization. 

And so we gathered, the different 
groups or units forming at their own 
headquarters and marching from there to 
the trysting place, the "Labor Temple," 
at Sixth and Union streets. Arriving 
about noon at the Fifth W-ard headquar-

-ters, Socialist Party, I found the place 
crowded, and lunch being served. After 
eating we formed in line outside, the 
Finnish Local No. 2 being in the lead. 
Promptly at 1 :30 p. m. the march to the 
Labor Temple began. At Sixth and Olive 
streets a small group from the rival S. P. 
awaited us, falling in behind the Fifth 
Ward, attesting the solidarity possible in 
a common cause. The next organization· 
we came upon was the I. W. vV. waiting 
under their banner of ONE BIG UNION. 
As soon as the REDS hove in sight all 
bearing upon their breasts long red 
badges with the wordin.g "IN MEMORY 
OF LABOR'S DEAD" printed in black 
thereon, they were greeted with loud 
cheers. The clarion notes of a bugle 
played by an I. W. W., gave us the MAR
SEILLAISE, followed by the RED 
FLAG, sung to the end. 

It looked as though some objections 

were going to be raised over the red 
badges of the Socialists and the banner af 
the I. W. W.; but Business Agent Doyle 
of the Central Labor Council was given 
to understand that we marched that way 
or not at all. 

At last all was ready, with floats re
minding us of CALUMET, of LUD
LOW, and of all those who have gone 
before battling for bread. The Socialist 
banners (Workers of the World Unite) 
called forth cheers all along the line. 
Seattle's sidewalks and windows were 
filled with a sea of humanity gazing upon 
LABOR'S AWAKENING TO ITS 
DUTY TO ITS OWN DEAD. Miles 
upon miles of marchers, four abreast, 
solemn men and women, conscious of 
their DIVINE MISSION and the CAUSE 
that they served, with heads held high, 
as becomes Intelligent Workers. Many 
Grand Army comrades were among us, 
proud of their bronze button, prouder of 
their RED button, which carries with it 
the greatest comradeship the world has 
ever known. See the Trinity of Labor 
and of Love as it winds slowly along the 
streets of Seattle-the MAN, the 
WOMAN and the CHILD. A Nation's 
wealth lies in the wellbeing of the least 
of these. We have been blind, but now 
we see with a class-consdous vision. At 
last it dawns-consciousness, class con-

• I sc10usness. 
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Oh! GENTLEMEN of the RAINIER 
CLUB, as ye sate at the windows and 
watched the ranks of Labor file past
and the flunkies on your steps-what 
would I not give to have been able to 
read your respective thoughts then. Did 
the raised clinched fists mean anything 
to you? Did that hoarse cry, "Remember 
Ludlow," blanch your cheeks, or contract 
your hearts, if such an organ still func
tions in your soft white bodies? Remem
ber Ludlow-Historic rallying cry. Up 
to our nostrils comes the smell of burn
ing flesh-tender babies' flesh---"the price 
of which no man on earth can tell. But 
the women, the MOTHERS of this and 
every other Nation know. And because 
of this thing which you have done to the 
next generation of American Citizens, 
ye ·shall suffer-suffer the loss of owner
ship, the loss of power to do your dirty, 
filthy will upon those who labor. 

As we have awakened to Class Con-
. sciousness, so will we progress to the 
full knowledge that no man is good 
enough to be another man's master. That 
the private ownership of things used in 
common must go, and social ownership 

SHINE, SIR! 

take its place. And so we leave you, 
merry gentlemen, to your thoughts. 
Here's hoping your shadows will grow 
less. WE must hasten on, March on. 

, The Stormy Petrel of the labor move
ment-MOTHER JONES-is already 
talking to the first arrivals. She must 
speak twice-there are so many of us. 
The A wakened Mother tackling the 20th 
century problem-The Abolishment of 
Poverty. 

Already protests are going up against 
our use of that day from the infamous 
editor of the Seattle Times. It is our 
day. We have taken it. Shall we keep 
it? We have marched a unit, shown our 
Solidarity, demonstrated our loyalty to 
our dead. Will it end there? What of 
the Living? They will soon be dead. 
How will they die? As at LUDLOW, 
quickly? Or slowly in mine and mill, in 
shop and factory-in HELL? 

Come, Labor, you must answer. Close 
up the Ranks. In Unity is strength. 
Each for All and All for Each. Stop 
mouthing#phrases. Put these words into 
Action. All things are possible to A 
UNITED WORKING CLASS. 

By W. H. Emery 

SHOE SHINING MACHINE. 

N 0 longer will you be saluted by the 
Greek boy in front of the shoe 
shining stand with the words 
"Shine, sir." No longer will the 

same Greek watch your shoes as you pass 

in front of his Shine Parlor. He is 
doomed, not by any disease, not by bac
teria with unpronounceable names, not 
by any judge passing the death sentence 
upon him, but the onward march of the 

I 
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machine process has doomed him to" ex
tinction along with the other members of 
the working class, w:ho have seen their 
means of livelihood taken from them by 
the machine. 

Twenty years ago on the streets of 
most cities you were confronted on prac
tically all the downtown corners by the 
small street urchin crying his services 
for sale, "Shine 'em up, make 'em look 
like new!" His place of business was 
the street, his tools of trade a few rags, 
a couple of boxes of shoe polish, a brush 
and a wooden box decorated with tobacco 
tags. The box, slung by a strap to his 
shoulder, was used to carry his tools and 
as a pedestal for the customers' feet, also 
as a weapon of offense and defense when 
a rival "shine" infringed on his territory 
or he found it necessary to acquire a new 
trade zone. Competition was keen in 
those days and the survivor in the strug
gle for a business career had to pass 
through "the struggle . for existence." 
This struggle was not carried on by trade 
agreements or rebates, but by the muscles 
of the competitors reinforced by the shine 
box used as a weapon. 

The next stage in the development of 
the shoe-shining industry was the estab
lishment ·of shoe shining parlors in 
basements, barber shops, under awnings, 
alongside of buildings, ~nd, in fact, in 
any space large enough to harbor a few 
elevated chairs on which the customers 
sat while having their shoes cleaned. 
These shoe shining parlors were manned 
by recently landed · emigrants whose 
standard of living was low and, with the 
added conveniences of chairs, the street 
urchin as a competitor was eliminated. 

We have been for several decades satu
rated with stories and articles of how the 
average American can rise from boot
black to merchant, from bootblack to con
gressman, etc., ad nauseam, but now the 
opportunity for the rise from bootblack, 
onward and upward, has gone. No Amer
ican boy who has the slightest idea of 
mechanics, or who is able to tell the dif
ference between day and night, will start 
on his congressional career by the boot
black route. A machin8 has confiscated 
the shine. 

The Chicago Electric Shoe Shining 
Company is installing shoe-shining ma
chines throughout Chicago. 

Your shoes are dirty; you need a shine; 
step into a neat appearing cigar store on 
a main business street. Ranged along the 
walls are what look like old fashioned hall 
seats. These are the machines. In the up
per part are glass windows through which 
are displayed movable advertisements. 
An advertisement comes into place in 
front of your eyes, remains a moment, 
slides to one side and disappears; another 
ad comes into view, and the process keeps 
on indefinitely. 

There is a large slot cut in the bottom 
of the cabinet; on each side of the slot 
are plates of glass giving you a view of 
the machine at work. 

Insert a nickel in the slot; place a foot 
on the pedestal, press the button ; imme
diately two revolving brushes shoot out 
from the rear of the machine, one clean
ing the dirt from one side of the shoe 
and the other brush cleaning from the 
other side of the shoe; at the same time 
another revolving brush shoots out and 
cleans across the top of the foot; the 
brushes are drawn back into the rear of 
the machine, blacking is squirted on the 
shoe from tubes at the sides of the foot; 
again the brushes shoot out and proceed 
to rub the blacking over the shoe. Once 
more the brushes disappear, to return 
again and polish the shoe; when the ma
chinery stops, place the other foot on the 
pedestal ; press the button and the same 
process is repeated. Examine your shoes; 
your have a "shine" as good, if not bet
ter, than you could procure by the old 
hand process. It has taken less than two 
minutes. It costs one-sixteenth of a cent. 
The customer didn't have to tip the ma
chine. The machine does not eat or 
sleep. It can work 24 hours a day. 

The man who oversees the machines 
tends the cigar store. The corporation 
has three sources of revenue-the ma
chine, the advertising in the machine, and 
the cigar store. The machine is the death 
of the small business man no matter how 
low in the social scale his business is. 
Thus is answered the question, "Who will 
do the dirty work under Socialism?" The 
machine! 
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~~THE FLOATER~~ 

By Charles Ashleigh 

'' FOR East is East and West is West, 
and never the twain shall meet." 
So sang a poet, referring to the 
great and almost unbridgeable gulf 

which divides the western peoples from 
those of the Orient. Judging from the mass 
of confusion and misconception apparent in 
the references made by a number of ou.r 
eastern would-be sympathizers of a certain 
type, the migratory worker of the Pacific 
states is as little understood by the easterner 
as is the inscrutable Oriental by the son of 
the Occident. This was very vividly sug
gested to me recently by a friend of mine
a western hobo agitator, strong of body and 
clear of mind, who has contributed much 
to the development of class consciousness 
among the floaters of the coast. "That 
crowd back East thinks we western stiffs 
are all bums because we beat the trains," 
said he. "They haven't the savvy to dis
tinguish the difference between the Bowery 
bum and the casual laborer of the West. 
Hence all this stuff about the 'bummery,' 
etc." This gave me furiously to think; and 
with much force was brought home to me 
the wide difference existing between the 
living and working conditions of the prole
tariat of the East and that of the West, 
and particularly of the Pacific coast. 

3i 

In the East the first and most obvious fea
ture which strikes the western observer is 
the permanence of industry. It is true that 
there are periodical crises which necessi
tate the laying off of hands, but the indus
tries are territorially STATIONARY. 
There are huge and complex aggregations 
of machinery, necessitating numerous mi
nutely distinct functions for the processes 
of production, which are performed by 
whole populations of industrial wage earn
ers who reside for their whole lifetime, or 
at any rate for periods extending into years, 
in the same district. In the steel industry, 
in the textile industry, and others of like 
magnitude, it is nothing out of the ordinary 
for several generations of workers to have 
lived always in the same spot and to have 
worked always at the same process-al
lowing for changes implied by the improve
ment of machinery-and to have sold their 
labor-power to the same boss. 

In the eastern industries women and chil
dren are employed. It is common for a 
whole family to be working in the same 
mill, plant or factory. This makes for fam
ily life ; a debased and deteriorated family 

. life, it is true, lacking in all the pleasant 
and restful features usually associated with 
that term, but, nevertheless, marriage, the 
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procreation of children and some amount 
of stability are assured by the conditions 
of industry. On the other hand, the nerve
and-body-racking, monotonous nature of the 
work, the close and unhealthy atmosphere, 
and, sometimes, chemical poisoning or 
other vocational diseases, and the speed
ing-up system, all make for loss of nervous 
and physical vitality and the creation of 
bodily weaklings. 

As we journey westward we mark a 
change. We leave the zone of great Indus
try and enter country in which capitalism is 
still, to some extent, in the preparatory 
stage. We come to the source of one of 
the great natural resources-lumber-and 
to that portion of the country where the 
railroads are still busily extending their 
complex network and where agriculture on 
a large scale is a leading factor in economic 
life. 

All of these three principal occupations 
of the unskilled worker of the Pacific coast 
-lumber, construction work and agricul
ture-are periodical in their nature. A 
mighty wave of fertility sweeps up through 
the various states into British Columbia, 
drawing in its wake the legions of harvest 
workers. In California and Oregon, the 
ripening of fruits brings an army of labor 
to the scene. The construction of railroads, 
aqueducts and other signs of an onward
marching capitalism, employs temporarily 
thousands of laborers, teamsters and the 
like. . The same is true of the lumber indus
try, which is also conditioned by natural 
processes. 

35 

The result of this is the existence on the 
coast of an immense army of unskilled or 
semi-skilled workers, of no fixed abode, who 
are forever engaged in an eternal chase for 
the elusive job; whose work takes them 
away from the towns to the hills or plains 
or forests, for varying periods. Forever 
over the great western country are they 
traveling, seeking this or that center of tem
porary activity, that they may dispose of 
their labor-power. 

The Pacific coast is the country of the 
bindle or blanket-stiff. On the construc
tion jobs the workers sleep in tents. In 
the lumber camps they are housed in bunk
houses, rude frame structures with tiers of 
bunks, something similar to the forecastle 
of a wind-jammer on a large scale. In these 
bunkhouses the men wash and dry their 
clothes, smoke and play cards, and generally 
divert themselves within the small limits of 
their time and location. The atmosphere is 
anything but fresh, and vermin are usually 
abundant, the wooden material of the bunks 
rendering it easy for the nimble and vora
cious creatures to secrete themselves. In 
many camps the men are engaged in a per
petual warfare against lice. The sleeping 
quarters for agricultural workers consist of 
barns, sheds or probably the open field. 
Bedding is rarely provided in lumber camps 
and never in construction camps and on 
harvest work. Therefore, the worker is 
compelled to follow literally the advice of 
the founder of Christianity and "take up 
his bed and walk." The inevitable burden 
of the migratory worker is a roll of blan-
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kets, slung by a cord around his shoulders. 
Many hotels in the coast towns, knowing 
the vermin-infested state of the camps, . re
fuse to allow blankets to be brought into 
the premises, and they are therefore stacked 
up in the cheap saloons during the stay in 
town of their owner. 

Employment agencies play an important 
and predatory role in the life of the floater. 
A large agency will take complete control 
of the recruiting of labor for some big job, 
shipping numbers of men out eacb day to 
the scene of action from their branches in 
various towns. Fees rnnging from one to 
three dollars are charged the applicant for 
unskilled positions. It is a well-known fact, 
although, by reason of the underground sup
port of the powers that be, hard to prove in 
specific cases, that there is often collusion 
between the agencies and the petty bosses 
by which a constant stream of men are kept 
coming and going, to the mutual enrichment 
of the agent-or "shark," as we prefer to 
term him--and the "straw boss." Nothing 
is easier for a foreman than to discharge 
quantities of men on trumped-up charges 
after a brief period of work and thus pro
vide more fees for his agent friends in 
town. 

A prominent feature of every coast town 
of any size is the "slave market," or "stiff 
town," composed of a varying number of 
streets or blocks, according to the size of 
the town and its strategic position as a re
cruiting center for labor. As you walk 
down the street, you notice that the loung
ers are all "stiffs." Sun-tanned, brawny 
men, most of them in early manhood or in 
the prime of life, dressed in blue overalls 
or khaki pants and blue cotton shirts, in the 
lumber country in mackinaws and h.igh, 
spiked-soled boots, are standing in knots 
around the <:ioors of the employment sharks, 
watching the requirements chalked up. on 
the blackboards displayed outside. In some 
of the larger agencies the office will seat a 
couple of hundred men, who wait patiently 
for the employe who appears at intervals and 
shouts out the news of some particular job 
for which men are needed. Then comes a 
rush ! The slave market is in full swing ! 
Numbers of disconsolate ones may also be 
observed who have not the price of a job 
and who nre waiting in the hope of ob
taining that much-desired thing-a free 
shipment. There may be a dozen such of
fices in two or three blocks. This is also 

the quarter of cheap restaurants, where a 
meal-of adulterated, \vorthless food-may 
be bought for ten or f1 fteen cents. Fifteen 
or twenty-cent lodging houses are also plen
tiful, most of them crawling with vermin, 
and there is an abundance of barrel houses, 
where the slave gets an opportunity of 
drowning his miseries in oblivion by "blow
ing in" his "stake" on rot-gut· whiskey or 
chemical beer. Above all this wave the 
flaunting banners of the military, marine 
and naval recruiting offices, offering a des
perate refuge for the jobless, homeless, 
starving worker; vultures hovering over the 
swamp of poverty, ready to sweep down 
upon some despairing victim, prooobly some 
confiding lad lured to this country by boos
ter-fed visions of the "Golden West." The 
ostensible recruiting officers are the gaily 
uniformed, upright-standing men standing 
invitingly outside their offices ; the real re
cruiting officers are the vampires of hunger 
and unemployment. 

The wholesale firing of men by foremen, 
the arduous nature of the work, and the 
temporary nature of the employment, keep 
the worker constantly in motion. He does 
not usually have enough to pay his fare, 
if he is to exist at all in the town whilst 
waiting for the next job. Therefore, the 
only alternative is to beat the trains. This 
is also the only method of following the 
harvests over the wide stretches of country, 
where to pay a fare would be impossible 
usually and ruinous always. Hoboing is, 
therefore, the universal method of traveling 
among the migratory workers of the Pa
cific coast. 

The railroad tracks are alive, at certain 
periods of the year, with men tramping the 
ties, under the burning sun, with heavy 
bundles of blankets upon their backs. The 
worker cannot usually travel as fast as the 
professional "tramp," who beats the fast 
passengers. His unwieldy pack makes it 
difficult for him to negotiate anything but 
a freight, although some of them achieve 
wonders of agility in the "making" of a 
"blind" or even the "rods," when hampered 
by their bedding. On the outskirts of prac
tically every town may be seen the "jun
gles," or camp, where the meal, purchased 
--or, if needs be, begged-in the town, is 
cooked. A supply of cooking utensils is 
nearly always to be found in the "jungles." 
Primitive utensils, it is true, formed with 
much ingenuity out of preserve, oil or lard 
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cans. Besides the large stew can, there is 
always the "boiling up" can, in which shirts 
and underclothes are sterilized-an inevita
ble feature of the incessant campaign 
against the plague of body lice. 

The meal over, if it be wit-iter, a huge fire 
is built up and, with the approach of dusk, 
blankets are spread, and these soldiers of 
western industry, out of whose sinews and 
brain the enormous wealth of the Vv est is 
distilled, settle down for a night of fitful 
slumber, broken by the cold, the necessity 
of attending to the fire, and the arrival of 
newcomers. In the morning the long walk 
down the track is resumed or a train is 
boarded with caution and _ concealment. 
There are constant wrangles with the brake
men, who frequently demand a money con
tribution in return .for the permission to 
ride, with the alternative of jumping off 
( oh, Solidarity, thy name is null among the 
railroaders of the West!), and the unceas
ing, gnawing fear of arrest for vagrancy 
or of a beating up by the railroad police 
in the yards of the town of destination. It 
would be hard to estimate the number of 
workers who in one year are sentenced to 
varying terms of imprisonment, usually ac
companied by hard labor, for the crime of 
trespassing on the property of the railroad 
companies. Yet no other method of trav
eling is possible for them. The risk of im
prisonment, or of rough physical handling 
by the yard police is an integral part of 
their lives. Can we wonder that among 
them is fast growing a spirit of passionate 
rebellion? To make strong men, who work 
out in the open air and who preserve a 
certain spirit of rude independence, slink 
for fear of the armed bullies of the city or 
railroad police, and to be stigmatized as 
bums and ne'er-do-wells by canting, ignor
ant magistrates, is a certain method of fos
tering and stimulating that revolt which is 
already smoldering in the consciousnes~ of 
the workers of the Pacific states. 

And, for all this labor and suffering, what 
reward? The average wage of the worker 
in the lumber camps is $2.75 or $3 per day 
of ten hours. From this, five dollars weekly 
is deducted for board, often of the rottenest 
kind. A hospital fee of one dollar per 
month is also compulsorily charged by the 
company for medical attention of a very in
different nature and for a hospital which, in 
many cases, is non-existent. The truck sys
tem flourishes in camps of all kinds, the 
distance from the nearest town obliging the 

worker to purchase from the camp store, 
where he is charged exorbitant rates for his 
goods. 

It must be remembered also that this 
work is by no means permanent, and that 
the savings of one job must be applied to 
tide the worker over until the next. Con
struction workers receive an average of 
$2.25 per day, from which 75 <;ents is daily 
deducted for board, or $5.25 per week. Here 
the hospital graft also prevails. If a worker 
remain only two days in a camp, the dollar 
is extorted. The work is from sun-up to 
sun-down. Somewhat larger wages are 
paid for agricultural work during the har
vest rush, but the work is at br~akneck 
speed and for extremely long hours, and 
lasts only for a short term. 

The effects of the life lived by the slaves 
of the domain ruled by the Southern Pacific 
railroad and the lumber trust are, in many 
ways, disastrous. The striking feature of 
the Pacific countrv is that it is a man's 
country. Conditio~ns render it impossible 
for the worker to marry. Long terms in 
isolated camps produce the same phenomena 
of sex perversion as exist in the army, navy 
and the monastery. The worker is doomed 
to celibacy with all its physical and moral 
damaging results. The brothel in the town, 
between jobs, is the only resort. 

Yet the arduous physical toil in the open 
air does not have the same deterior~ting ef
fect as does the mechanical, confined work 
of the eastern slave. The constant match
ing of wits and the daring needed for the 
long trips across country have developed a 
species of rough self-reliance in the wan
dering proletarian of the West. In health 
and in physical courage he is undoubtedly 
the superior of his eastern brother. The 
phenomenal spread of the propaganda of 
the I. W. W. among the migratory work
ers indicates that this great mass, so long 
inarticulate, are at last beginning to realize 
their economic oppression and to voice their 
needs. The size of the local membership 
is an uncertain gauge in that territory of 
ever-moving fluid labor. Certain is it that 
around nearly every "jungle" fire and dur
ing the evening hours on many a job in the 
great westland, the I. W. W. red songbook 
is in evidence, and the rude rebel chants are 
lustily sung and discontent expressed more 
and more definitely and impatiently. 

The free speech fights of San Diego, 
Fresno, Aberdeen and Spokane, the occa-
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sional strike outbursts in the lumber coun
try, the great railroad construction strike 
in British Columbia and the recent tragedy 
of Wheatland are all indications that the 
"blanket stiff" is awakening. It was indeed 
an unpleasant surprise to the masters of the 
bread in the booster-ridden West when the 
much-despised tramp worker actually began 
to assert himself. The proud aristocrats 
of labor had also long stood aloof from 
them, considering them worthless of organ
izing efforts. And, then, suddenly, lo and 
behold, the scorned floater evolved his own 
movement, far more revolutionary and sci
entific than his skilled brother had ever 
dreame.d of ! From the lumber camps, from 
the construction camps, from the harvest 
fields. water tanks, jails and hobo camp-

fires came the cry, ever more insistent, of 
the creator of western wealth. And, mar
vel of marvels, summit of sublime audacity, 
the cry of the flouted wanderer was not 
merely for better grub, shorter hours and 
simple improvements, but, including these 
things and going beyond them, he demand
ed, simply and uncompromisingly, the whole 
earth-the Product of his Toil! 

More power to you, western brother ! Go 
to it! And may you continue the good work 
and agitate and organize until you have 
builded up for yourself a mighty force that 
shall bring you your reward, the ownership 
of industries, and transform the vaunted,_ 
slave-driving mockery of the "Golden 
\Vest" into a workers' land that shall really 
deserve the name. 

REVOLUTIONARY ESSAYS 
By Lillian Hiller Udell 

H 
AS Socialism a literature? This 
word "literature" is obviously not 
meant to be used here as a syno
nym for printed matter, as we 

speak of the literature of an anti-tuber
culosis campaign or a vice crusade. One 
regrets the poverty of language which 
forces us to employ one and the same , 
noun in describing the tragedy of ari 
Aeschylus or an Ibsen and the report of 
a garbage inspector. Socialism has its 
men of science like Enrico Ferri, its 
philosophers like Diet.zgen, its economists 
like Marx and Engels, its scholars like 
Kautsky and Ward, its men of action like 
Bebel, Haywood and Debs. 

In the present inquiry we refer to the 
art by which noble thought finps adequate 
expression on the printed page, the me
dium through which aesthetic or heroic 
emotion becomes articulate for our own 
and succeeding generations. 

For existence, even our present exist
ence under the wage system, has its 
aesthetic and heroic phases. None of us 
should forget that, least of all the pio
neers in a revolutionary movement. 
Granted that the philosophies of the 
eighteenth century did not take the Bas
tile or achieve the cataclysm of '93, none 
the less their work stands as the best 
inheritance of their time, none the less 

their writings form the source of highest 
inspiration for their spiritual descendants 
of the twentieth century. What we of 
today are striving for is not merely phys
ical well being, nor even physical well 
b_eing plus a most intimate and accurate 
knowledge of our descent from the amoe
ba and our kinship with the chimpanzee. 
Does the Socialist movement as at pres
ent constituted afford us those elements 
of poetry and eloquence which nerve the 
spirit for the great act of rebellion which 
must precede the bringing in of a better 
order of things? 

One recalls Oscar Wilde's "Soul of Man 
Under Socialism" and William Morris' 
"News from Now here." These two mas
ter artists have, however, given us pic
tures of society in its ultimate perfection. 
Their prophecy is derived less from sci
ence than from faith. Mr. Shaw has 
treated current problems with a lucidity 
and brilliancy unsurpassed by any con
temporary writer. But his appeal is 
never to the deeper emotions of his 
readers. 

These thoughts occurred to me as I laid 
down a little volume entitled "Revolu
tionary Essays in Socialist Faith and 
Fancy,"* by Peter E. Burrowes. 

*Published by Charles H. Kerr & Company, Chicago, 
cloth, $1.00, postpaid. 
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I cannot claim for this author a very 
high place among literateurs, yet in his 
best moments he is reminiscent of Car
lyle, of Whitman and curiously enough 
of Friedrich Nietzsche. 

At his worst he is mystical even to the 
point of becoming unintelligible. There 
is much in these essays that could have 
been omitted. Yet the reader who can 
enter into the mood in which the work is 
conceived will find himself abpndantly re
paid for the effort. There is throughout 
all these reflections a fine enthusiasm 
which acts upon one as a tonic. There 
are moments of passionate eloquence, al
most of poetry. There is ·little that is 
dull.· One feels that the man who penned 
them had the temperament of a poet. He 
is religious, but his religion is of this 
world. He writes: 

"Oh he is a very present, very near and dear 
God-the God whose new name I whisper to 
thee Socialism. And as you think of the glisten
ing ~orning thoughts, wherewith so often he has 
coronated your brow, that crown of you!s~ which 
is in the thought world as a rich rose gtvmg out 
of its folds delightful particles of fragrantly 
blesse"d fancies you know nevermore aught of 
the terrible nearness of God. He is no longer 
that awful live eye which the priests pulled out 
of a socket and set staring at you from the altar, 
staring in among your poor little heart thoughts, 
to shrivel you up with a horrible fear of God and 
make you slaves. T·he God of humanity is so 
sweetly near, and you so sweetly fearless of his 
nearness are, that you would if you could, let 
him into your bosom's heart to stay among the 
red ·pulses." 

Yet this dreamer is far indeed from 
holding the point of view of the Chris
tian Socialist. He is never more vehe
ment and perhaps never clearer in his ut
terance than in his attack upon organized 
religion: 

"There is no vision that ever came to man so 
unconquerably true as the Socialist perception 
that the church in every nation is but the voice 
of the economic ascendant. In America, many 
are puzzled to see mercantile Protestanism and 
mercantile infidelity flirting so incontinently with 
Rome. The daily press, which is indubitably run 
and written by trade and for trade only, cannot 
nevertheless conceal, and cannot hold back the 
daily interest of its proprietors in the prosperity 
and doings of that venerable hypnotist, the ap
proved handmaiden and willing paramour of all 
despotism, the Roman Catholic Church. And let 
it be known that she deserves their confidence 
and affection, for she has never yet officially be
trayed any property class, and indeed cannot, for 
every cell and tissue of her canons, doctrines, 
and practices was formed in the bowels of riches 
for its own defense and comfort against the sin-

ners who must work and who do not work 
enough." 

And later: 
"I do not single out Rome by name in order to 

separate her dishonor~bly from the other churches 
of the world. Her own claim that in Western 
lands she is the mother church is sound; she is 
older and wiser in the police business than her 
Protestant progeny, who though a bit naughty in 
the past, are filially imitative. It was but a minor 
property .quarrel that separated them, the major 
property mterest of uniting against Socialism will 
soon bring them all together again. Hence the 
billing and cooing between their eminences in the 
press and the priesthood." 

The so-called progressive movement in 
modern capitalist .politics will find here 
little encouragement: 

"J'.he reform tinker, who has no higher aim in 
pohtlcs than to mend the passing pots, we do not 
endorse. He shall pass through life mending pots 
an~ shall leave the world with yet more pots t~ 
mend than he found there when he came." 

We are to have no illusion concerning 
the depth of our slavery to those who 
own the tools of production: 

"This parasite class, according to the observed 
law prevailing in all ages, having obtained con
t!ol of the . economic needs and forces of their 
hme, 'clothe themselves with authority and gird 
themselves with the powers of the st~te. They 
t~erefore can supplement the privation by exclu
swn fro~ the mea!ls of living. Tlhey can also 
add posttlve suffermg to the negative misery; 
they can ~eat you by all the rods of law into their 
laboratones; they can entangle your feet in every 
step you make for freedom; they can not only 
use the guns of the state against you but they 
can force you t~ use them against yourself; they 
can, b,r .Posses.smg all the archives, know how 
much tt ts costmg you to live, and can, as private 
emplc;>yers, cut your wages down to that. From 
the ~tgnal boxes of. the state they know your in
co.mmg and outgomg. They can control your 
mmd; they can go behind you and before and 
float over y~m, and build military tunnels ~nder 
your f.eet wtth J:OUr own hands. You cannot be 
emanctpated whtle that class is in control and 
!hey c31n afford to let you play at all kinds of rad
tcal dtscontent as long as you leave them where 
they are." 

And oh, the contempt he pours upon 
the middle class : 

"The middle class man is . the negative, empty 
space be~ween two facts, he ts nothing-not even 
a hypocnte. He has no role to play anywhere in 
any ~reat wo:Id. No great social movement is 
for htm. who ts but a. soake.r, maintaining himself 
by keepmg o~ the _mmster stde of everything." 
. That w~Ich Is of value in these essays 
Is. a. certai~ power born of earnest con
v~ctwn which meets. Tolstoi's test of art, 
~Iz., that the emotion of the writer is 
communi.cated to those who read. They 
are not literature, it is true, but they de
serve to be read. 
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THE TRAIL OF THE 
(From the Commercial Telegraphers' 

Journal) 

F
ROM Ashcroft on the old Caribou 
road to British Columbia, winding 
northward for 2,500 miles, runs the 
Yukon telegraph, the most remark

able and romantic telegraph line in all 
America. Its origin was like no other; 
its operation never had and perhaps never 
will have· an analogy; its service to man
kind has certainly never been surpassed. 

The visitor trailing his goods into the 
lone north land seeking a gold claim in 
the bed of a rivulet, or staking his future 
on a free farm and a muscular back, may 
jeer at the low, straggling poles with the 
wire sagging down like the domestic 
clothesline back home. But when he 
tastes for a month or two the supreme 
isolation of that infinite silent wilderness, 
that pitiful strand of wire will size up as 
a strand of gold. 

The Yukon telegraph was born in the 
feverish days of . 1896, when it seemed 
that half America was turned northward 
to wrestle with the little god of Chance. 
In those days it had two kinds of stories 
to deliver, one of the "lucky strike" trans
forming a penniless tramp into a million-

aire, the other of some mute tragedy of 
the wayside, wherein a discouraged· ad
venturer wrapped himself and his hopes 
in the snows by the trailside and left the 
remainder to Providence. 
Tod~y when the reckl~ss glories of 

that "wickedest camp on earth" have 
given way to a standard of respectability, 
the little Yukon telegraph tirelessly ful
fills its duties. Now, however, it flashes 
a new code of success, · the code of the 
pioneer farmer· whose cottages are fast 
trailing up the northern vall€ys, search
ing out the last choice spots in Canada 
where the speculator has not stuck his 
sign. Up in that land the railway is short, 
but the telegraph is long-and in the set
tlement of the earth one seems to balance 
the absence of the other. For the thou
sands of white men in the scattered com
munities from Prince Rupert to the Arc
tic Circle the Government wire forms 
the link and the only link with the great 
news events of the outside world. The 
route of the line is almost parallel to 
that weird and abandoned survey of the 
Western Union half a century ago, when 
that company after the breaking of the 
Atlantic cable in 1859 decided to lay a . 
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Fourth Cabin: Maxwell Is the Operator. 

LONES.OME WIRE 
land line through Alaska and Siberia to 
Europe. Over three million dollars had 
been spent on the line when the com
pany recalled the plans, having in the 
meantime picked up its Atlantic cable 
again. Some of its engineers and line
men were then so far inland that it was 
nine months from the time the order 
was sent until it could be delivered to 
them. For many miles portions of the 
Western Union wire are now being 
worked as an auxiliary by the Dominion 
'government. 

Every year the federal government ex
tends the branch lines, keeping ever 
ahead of the steady stream of settlers. 
The main line connects at Ashcroft with 
the Canadian Pacific Railway system. ·At 
its northern extremity it joins the United 
States signal service on the Alaskan 
boundary. Its longest branch is 200 mileg, 
from Hazelton, an old Hudson Bay trad
ing post, to Prince Rupert. 

At intervals of from seventeen to fifty 
miles the operators live out their lonely 
and dangerous lives in their roughly 
built cabins. That each operator should 
be an expert lineman is an absolute ne
cessity, since most of these sections are 
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placed in an operator's care and in the 
depth of winter he is called upon not 
infrequently to tramp on snowshoes 
across treacherous areas to repair his 
wires. 

Two of the worst foes of the moun
tain operator are the forest fire and the 
avalanche. Again and again their dep
redations sweep away poles and wires, 
demanding heroic service of the linemen 
to restore normal conditions. 

In some districts winter departs for only 
two months in the twelve, so that day 
~nd night, month by month, the deaden
ing loneliness of perpetual snow threat
ens to drive a man into melancholia. It 
is a heavy test of human endurance, not 
so much in the times of activity as when 
the monotony of existence turns a week 
into an eternity. 

Once a year the supplies of food are 
"packed" in, and then the operator and 
his visitors exhaust the possibilities of 
conversation. · 

The following stories are typical of the 
early Yukon days. To many of the old
timers who have since left the "Great 
North Country" these stories will recall, 
no doubt, the memories of many months 
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Third Cabin: Frank Lee and Tommy Brewer Have Been After Grub. 

passed "mushing over a blazed trail" in 
the interest of the government and hu
manity, while they will portray to the 
craftsmen of younger years the perils 
and hazardous positions from which so 
many complexities have arisen. To the 
rising · generati ns of telegraphers-'-that 
is, a majority-it may be interesting to 
state that to this day conditions are 
practically unchanged. 

One winter's afternoon the telegrapher 
at --Cabin, a young Englishman, usu
ally called. James, was plodding slowly 
along the snow covered trail in the direc
tion of home. The day had been typical 
of winter; heavy snow, which as the day 
wore' on, gave way to the sharp air of 
evening. Trees and branches were every
where covered with the fleecy downfall. 
Operator James carried a small knapsack/ 
containing his tools, a change of clothing 
and a little food and in his hand a 30-30 
rifle. Across his path lay a small branch 
weighed down with_ snow and in a mo
ment of thoughtlessness he grasped his 
weapon by the barrel and swung the 
butt lightly at the obstruction. As the 
weapon struck it, the branch, freed from 
its weight of snow, sprang back, but si
multaneously came a report and a shock 
to the unfortunate youth, who realized 
that he was shot-terribly, perhaps fatal
ly wounded. With a sinking heart and 
a growing sensation of horror and despair, 
he knew that the bullet fired by his own 
carelessness had passed through his body 

and that he was alone-far from help and 
doomed mayhap to perish miserably. 

In another moment the reaction came. 
James pulled himself together, determined 
to not give way so long as strength 
and vitality remained. Fortunately, the 
wound, though desperate, had not de
prived him of consciousness, so with rare 
presence of mind he hastily unstrapped 
his pack and taking from it the small 
"testing relay," which is carried by the 
men when on the trail, he made his way 
to a "test pole" not far away and con
nected the instrument. He managed to 
get Hazelton and in a few words made 
his desperate plight known. Then, find
ing his strength failing, he left the trail 
and made his way with difficulty to an 
abandoned Indian hut some quarter of· 
a mile distant. In the meantime the man
ager at Hazelton had hurriedly informed 
the operator at the adjoining Cabin of 
the occurrence. It was drawing on to 
dusk, but his comrade lost not a moment 
in hurrying to his co-worker's rescue. 
Snowshoes were buckled on, a few neces
saries collected and within ten minutes of 
receiving the message the operator was 
hurrying south through the cold and dark 
of a winter's night and hoping and pray
ing that he might reach his destination in 
time. It was nearly morning when he 
reached the lonely cabin ·and found the 
wounded man stretched on the floor but 
with life still remaining. 

The wounded man had not lost con-
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sciousness, but he was too weak and help
less to make a fire, so he had lain alone 
through the long hours and bitter coid of 
the night, hoping and waiting for the help 
he knew would surely come. 

To make the sufferer as comfortable as 
was possible and then to summon more 
help was tlie first thing to be done by his 
rescuer. , 

In the meantime, a doctor had been de
spatched from Hazelton without delay. 
Upon his arrival he found that the bullet 
had entered just below the heart and 
passed through the body, making its exit 
lower down at the back. 

The patient, having all the advantages 
of youth and a good constitution, was 
soon moved on a toboggan and conveyed 
down the frozen Skeena to the hospital 
at Hazelton, where he soon recovered. 

The incident showed both rare pluck 
and self-possession on the part of the 
wounded man, and to this he undoubted
ly owes his life, for to have given way 
under the circumstances, which were suf
ficiently terrible to overwhelm the aver- -
age man so situated, would have meant 
a speedy end, if not by the bullet, then by 
the none the less sure cold, and another 
name added to the mournful record of 
those who have "Died on the Trail." 

Some three or four winters ago Martin, 
who was operator at "J" Cabin, left to 
pay a visit to his neighbors at the next 
Cabin, twenty miles north, incidentally 
inspecting his own portion of the line. 
He reached his destination and spent a 
day with the men there, leaving on the 
following day on his return journey. The 
weather was extremely cold, while a fresh 
snow had fallen, thus making progress 
slow. When evening came and Martin 
had not appeared, his comrade at "J," 
who had been apprised of his departure, 
felt somewhat uneasy. He again called 
up the men at Northern Cabin, thinking 
that he might have changed his mind. 
However, the neighbors had heard noth
ing of him since morning. 

To start out in search of the missing 
man at night would have been futile. So 
his companion waited until morning and 
then set out northwards to gain tidings 
of the missing man-a bare three miles, 
and the tragedy revealed itself _in the 
corpse of the unfortunate operator lying 
frozen on the trail. Exhausted ·by the 

Picture Taken at Eighth Cabin, North of Hazelton: 
John Barker, Operator Sixth, and Lew Mason, 

Lineman Ninth Cabin. 

heavy traveling, he had struggled on un
til overtaken by night, and overcome with 
fatigue he had fallen forward never to 
rise again. 

Alone and unaided his comrade 
"packed" the frozen body back to the 
cabin and then telegraphed briefly the 
facts of the occurrence. The body was 
taken down by toboggan to Hazelton and 
there interred. 

On one occasion I was speaking to 
Jones, who is stationed some two hundred 
miles north of Hazelton. He said, "One 
day in September the pack train arrived 
with the annual supplies. That we were 
glad to see them, you may be sure, since 
the sight of a strange face was a treat to 
us. The pack train only remained long 
enough to unload and t~en turned back 
for their camping ground of the previous 
night. Until that train again paid us a 
visit-twelve months later-we saw but 
two persons at our cabin and in each 
case it was an Indian!" 
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At the Edge of the Crater 

COLORADO 

-From The Masses 

W 
RILE he was in Chicago a few Somebody "stringing" me, you - say! 
days ago, Upton Sinclair said Well, let me tell another story. I talked 
some vital things about Colo- with Senator Van Til borg, machine 
rado, among which we quote leader of the Democrats, at the state 

the following: capitol. 
I have just returned from a two-weeks' "Mr. Sinclair," said he, with a quiet 

visit to one of the battlefields of the Colo- smile, "our troubles here in Colorado can 
rado Class war. I have come home with be settled quickly; all we need is about 
my nostrils full of powder smoke and the three hundred men who can shoot 
scent of burning flesh; my ears full of the straight and quick, and I think we can 
screams of murdered women and children. get them." 
What I have seen has made me admit for ~ I told of this speech at a dinner party 
the first time in my life the possibility at a fashionable hotel, and a young man 
that the social revolution in America may spoke-an explorer, who had been several 
be one of physical force. _ times around the world and had financed 

The night before I left Denver I dined expeditions to Siberia and Central Africa; 
at the home of the widow of a "former he had just been to Ludlow and heard the 
chief justice of the state. And this lady stories of the miners, and now he said: 
said to me: "If we women had not ''Tell that (unprintable language) that 

- stormed the capitol and forced the gov- three hundred is just the number of 
ernor to appeal for federal troops, there crack shots that I decided I could bring 
would have been an end to state authority there when next the fighting began!" 
in Colorado." And let me add that this young man 

A leading lawyer said to me: "It was went off to Chicago and is now pledging 
touch and go-like that!" (He snapped his hunting companions, ranchmen and 
his fingers.) "We almost had a revolu- Canadian guides ·to be ready for Senator 
tion.'! And Judge Ben Lindsey came east Van Tilborg's signal. 
and said to the President: "Our state is All -this, you will observe, is without 
sitting upon a volcano." counting the miners. On the day that 

'' 
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the federal troops were called they had 
dynamite under all the railroad tracks 
into Trinidad, and were about to blow 
them up. They had fought pitched bat
tles with the state troops, and in several 
places had these troops at their mercy. 
They had 2,000,000 rounds of ammunition 
stored in a piano warehouse in a neigh
boring state; they had 1,500 men in an
other state, armed and pledged to march 
over the mountains. 

Many such things they had done, and, 
incredible as it may seem, they have so 
much backing of the public sentiment of 
Colorado that none of their leaders will 
even be punished for anything! 

What do you call this but class war? 
There has been civil war in Colorado. 

Thousands of miners, armed and in
trenched, have stood off the state militia, 
defeating them in pitched battles. 

I am considering the situation to try 
to throw some light upon the meaning 
of it, and more especially upon the ques
tion: "What is to be the outcome of it?" 

Here is the question I want to put to 
you: Suppose this revolt had not been 
of Colorado alone, but had included the 
miners of a dozen states or of the entire 
nation. What then? 

"Impossible!" you say. But why? 
Have not the things that caused this re
volt been done in other states of our 
union? 

In Colorado they had an armored car 
with a machine gun that traveled up the 
canons and rained death upon the tent 
colonies of the strikers. They call it the 
"Death Special," and in West Virginia 
the name was the "Bull Moose Special,'' 
but the difference in the name was the 
only difference. 

In West Virginia they had all the 
phenomena of government by gunmen; 
wholesale arrests without warrant or 
charge, imprisonment incommunicado, 
beating up of strikers, abusing of women 
and children, midnight raiding of homes 
and deporting of "undesirables;" they had 
the same in Michigan more recently, in 
Idaho and Nevada some years back. 
Does it seem to you impossible that these 
miners could learn to combine? 

I can assure you it does not seem im
possible to them ! 

The very same gunmen were taken 
from West Virginia to Michigan and 
from Michigan to Colorado. 

Come and let us try to face the facts. 
What are the conditions that drove thou
sands of peaceable, hard-working laborers 
to leave their wives and children and take 
to the mountains, to live and fight like 
wild beasts? What are the evils that 
have brought women to lay themselves 
liable to a charge of treason against the 
state by hiding machine guns in the cel
lars of their homes? 

To go not too far back, there was a 
strike of the Colorado coal miners in 
1902. Men were beaten up, deported, 
jailed, shut up in "bullpens"-the whole 
sickening story. The strike was crushed 
and the coal operators had their undis~ 
puted way. Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., 
declared that he would not compromise 
the present strike, because it was a fight 
for a principle. 

Well, in 1902, the "principle" was 
maintained, and what followed? Decent 
American, Welsh and Cornish miners be
ing unwilling to work as slaves, the coal 
operators opened up an advertising cam
paign in Greece, Roumania, southern 
Italy and Russia; they imported by 
wholesale the peoples of twenty-four dif
ferent nations, and for twelve years had 
their way with them-with the result of 
turning the twenty-four nations into one, 
animated by a fury of hatred which is 
simply inconceivable to any one who had 
not been on the ground. 

They owned the land on which the 
miners had to live, the homes they had 
to rent, the stores at which they traded, 
the churches at which they worshipped. 

They built stockades about the villages 
and made the entrances private roads. 

They ran the political machines, voting 
the people in herds, and making mayors 
out of mine bosses, coroners, magistrates 
and sheriffs out of company store clerks 
and gunmen. 

They blacklisted men who belonged to 
unions, or who refused to mine 2,500 or 
3,000 pounds to the ton. 

They ran up the death list from acci
dents to two or three times as many as 
in neighboring states; twelve times as 
many as in a civilized nation such as 
Austria. Controlling the coroners and 
juries, they paid no damages for acci
dents. They made it the jest of their 
employes that they would rather kill a 
man than lame a mule. 
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Suffice to say that the men began to 
organize for protection, and so bitter was 
the opposition of the companies that 
there existed in Southern Colorado all 
the machinery of secret, underground 
unionization as among the revolutionary 
workingmen of Russia. 

When the economic factions of a war, 
whether a civil war or a class war are 
present, then sooner or later fighting will 
begin. 

There were "mine guards" and com
pany detectives to "keep order." When 
things got worse, the state militia was 
brought in and new companies were re
cruited, consisting (by official commis· 
sion of Adj. Gen. Chase) of from 77 to 
90 per cent of employes of the coal com· 
panies-30 to 40 per cent of "mine 
guards!" The same ruffians who horri~ 
fied the country in West Virginia and 
Michigan now armed with the weapons 
and clad in the uniform of the state! 

How did they behave? The country 
ought to know the story by now; how 
they jailed men and women ·by scores 
and held them incommunicado. How they 
rode down a procession of women and 
children, sabreing and maiming young 
girls. How they deliberately tortured 
men and murdered prisoners in cold 
blood! 

Then came Ludlow-the destruction of 
a tent colony full of women and children 
by machine gun and torch. The country 
has never heard of a tenth of the horror 
of this event. 

It has never heard of the car load of 
quick lime that was brought in to help 
in keeping down the death list. It has 
never heard of the score or two who were 
missing and have been missing ever 
since. 

_But it heard enough, and so did the 
mmers. 

The authority of the debauched gov
ernment of the state was overthrown, 
and, believe me, once for all. Those who 
talk of restoring it have no idea of the 
number of people in Colorado and else
where who are pledged to die, if need be, 
to prevent its being restored. 

We read that there has been civil war 
in Colorado. We read that the state 
troops have turned machine guns on 
women and children and that the state 
legislature has appropriated $1,000,000 to 

pay the costs of such proceedings and to 
provide for more of it in the future. 

What does all this mean? 
Is not Colorado an American state, 

like all the rest of the states? 
Why have the American people toler

ated such things? 
My explanation is a basely materialistic 

one. I say that the state is young and 
possesses enormous natural resources, 
and that from the beginning these re
sources have been thrown open to a 
free-for-all scramble on the good old 
American principle of "do others before 
they do you." 

There are seventeen coal companies in 
the strike field, and a single one paid 
nearly $2,000,000 in profits last year. 

The government of the state, with all 
its powers, has been made the football 
of warring interests such as these. It has 
been corrupted and kept corrupt-shame
lessly, naively corrupt. 

I sat at lunch with two lawyers who 
chatted of things they knew, and pres
ently one remarked that the gas and elec
tric company had purchased its proper
ties for $3,000,000-and capitalized them 
at $50,000,000-and sold the stock. Then 
he proceeded to name who had got a 
share (so many of the eminent leaders 
of the city), and how there had been a 
quarrel with the tramway companies, and 
how a certain editor had told too much 
and been shot-the fifth time he had had 
lead taken out of him-which spoke 
poorly for Colorado marksmanship. 

Then something brought up the sugar 
companies; how it had been testified at 
Washington that they had hired an emi
nent authority to write a pamphlet prov
ing that sugar beets enriched the soil, 
so that the farmers of the state would go 
on raising sugar beets to be sold at less 
than cost! 

And then I went from the lunch table 
to talk with a miner's wife whose hus
band had lost his job because she bought 
milk from one of these farmers instead 
of from a company store. 

Enough ! Everything in the state has 
been stolen. And now what is to be done 
about it? The first thing I have to say 
is that the state will not be saved by any 
of the agencies of redemption to which the 
people generally look-not the churches 
or the clergy or the big university. 
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If you had gone to meetings of the 
"Law and Order League" you might have 
heard two clergymen one afternoon de
fending the state and calling for the 
blowing up of miners' homes with dyna
mite; and Denver was preparing to beg 
$250,000 from those who had done it
and it was not the miners who had it. 

So far the strikers have respeCted the 
uniform and the flag of the United States, 
and this in spite of the fact that they have 
been treated far from fairly. I talked with 
a lawyer who had handled the affairs of 
the United Mine Workers in the strike 
district, and he told me of the difficulty 
that he had had in getting permission for 
the strikers to rebuild the tent colony at 
Ludlow. He had to telegraph several 
times to Washington. 

A little while later the Trinidad Free 
Press, the miners' paper, published the 
statement that the Colorado Fuel and 
Iron Company's gunmen were hiding 
their arms. In reply to that the federal 
officer in command served notice on the 
editor of the paper that he must print a 
retraction. I have myself seen the docu
ment which the officer wrote out in his 
own handwriting-an abject and humili
ating apology. Unless this was pub
lished the paper would be suppressed. 

The lawyer advised the editor to defy 
this order, and he personally defied the 
officer to carry out his threat, with the 
result that the officer backed down. 

These things do not produce a favor
. able impression with the strikers. 

The importation of strikebreakers whole
sale has been forbidden; but men who 
want to work are allowed to come in of 
their own free wil. Any one can see how 
easy this will be for the strikebreaking 
agencies. The strikers are not allowed 
to picket at the depot-for which rule 
there is no warrant in law or justice. 

So it would seem the companies have 
only to wait and starve out the strikers. 
One thing stands in the way, however. 
There are elections coming next N ovem
ber. The corporations and their hench
men have relied upon these four coal 
counties to carry the state. They have 
been accustomed to hold up the returns 
on election night until they see the num
ber of votes they need. 

Should there be an honest election, the 
corporations might lose their grip forever. 

This is even more important than win
ning the strike. So you may set this one 
thing down for certain-that the federal 
troops will be out of Colorado before next 
election day. 

How will they manage it? All the 
miners and the leaders with whom I 
talked agreed that the corporations had 
one thing to do, and will be certain to do 
it. That is to start trouble between the 
federal troops and the miners. 

The day I left Denver the press dis
patches reported that somebody had 
thrown a brick out of a window at the 
soldiers. Then night came on, and some
body fired some shots at the soldiers from 
the hills. Of course, the press dispatches 
said this was the work of the miners. I 
cannot say, for I was not there. I can 
only point out that the miners have 
everything to lose and nothing to gain 
by such proceedings; that the only gain
ers will be the coal operators, their gun
men and their private detectives. 

They have innumerable spies among 
the miners. What more simple than to 
have them throw some bricks and start 
some fighting? What more simple than 
to get a party of the miners drunk-or, 
for that matter, to get some soldiers 
drunk, and to tell them stories and reveal 
plots to them? 

Some may say the company managers 
would be incapable of such a thing. Let 
me point out to you that some of the rich
est capitalists in New England were not 
above having dynamite · "planted" in 
order to discredit the Lawrence strikers. 

I want to do what I can to warn you, 
to prepare you for any devilment that 
may be attempted. I want the people to 
know what kind of men are in control in 
Colorado, and what weapons they are 
using in their fight. 

I say that i do not think the working
men of this country have ever faced a 
more serious crisis than this one. The 
corporations have pursued a policy of 
lawlessness ana brutality; if they are per
mitted to get away with it undisturbed, 
it will be an encouragement to every 
other lawless corporation in the Ian<!_. If, 
on the other hand, they can be beaten 

• back from their prey, it will be a warning 
to exploiters of labor that they have gone 
too far. 



THE GORILLA~S DIVINE UNREST 
How- the Ape"s Discontent With Economic Conditions Caused the 

Origin of Man 

[From Current Opinion.] 

A 
REVOLT against its lot in life trans
formed the ape into a man. Not un
til discontent established itself in the 
consciousness of the simian progeni

tors of the human race could our species 
begin its ascent of that slope which led from 
the forest-tree-tops of a tropical wilderness 
to the exercise of the developed brain. Had 
no ape ever revolted against economic con
ditions there would be no race of men upon 
the planet. Those apes which were satisfied 
with things as they were remained in the 
tree-tops to maintain their species. Such is 
the conclusion to which that renowned an
thropologist, Professor G. Elliot Smith, of 
the British Association for the Advance
ment of Science, is led by careful study of 
the determining factor in the origin of man. 
He dismisses the case for the erect attitude 
as the cause in question by citing instances 
of apes which walk erect, or even lower or
ganisms which can assume the same atti-
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tude. If the erect attitude is to explain all, 
asks Professor ~lliot Smith, why did not 
the gibbon become a man in Miocene times? 
He can not take seriously the argument for 
the liberation of the hands and the cultiva
tion of their skill as the foundation of man's 
supremacy in animate creation. The power 
of speech is less a cause than a consequence 
and in any event it was not the prime factor. 
It was discontent that gave the ape a brain 
in any true sense and thus made him a man. 

The whole of his argument is aimed at 
demonstrating that the steady growth of 
the brain, under the influence just stated, 
has been the fundamental factor in leading 
man's ancestors upward from the lowly in
sectivore status, through every earlier phase 
in the evolution of mammals. But such ad
vances as the assumption of the erect atti
tude are brought about simply because the 
brain has made the skilled movements of 
the hands possible and of definite use in the 
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struggle for existence. Yet once such a 
stage has been attained, the very act of lib
erating the hands for the performance of 
more delicate movements opens the way for 
a further advance in brain development to 
mak-e the most of the more favorable con
ditions and the greater potentialities of the 
hands. 

In the remote Oligocene period, an ape 
nearly akin to the ancestors of the Indian 
sacred monkey became definitely specialized 
in structure in adaptation for the assump
tion of the erect attitude. This type of early 
anthropoid has persisted with relatively 
slight modifications in the gibbon of the 
present day. But if the earliest gibbons 
were already able ·to walk upright, how is it 
that they did not begin to use their hands, 
thus freed from the work of progression on 
the earth, for skilled work, and at once be
come men ? The obvious reason is that the 
brain had not yet attained a sufficiently high 
state of development to provide a sufficient 
amount of useful skilled work, apart from 
tree climbing, for these competent hands to 
do. In the language of Doctor Smith's elu
cidation in London Nature: 

"The ape is tied down absolutely to his ex
perience, and has only a very limited ability 
to anticipate the results even o'f relatively sim~ 
ple actions, because so large a proportion of 
his neopallium is under the dominating influ-
ence of the senses. -

"Without a fuller appreciation of the con
sequences of its actions than the gibbon is 
capable of, the animal is not competent to 

/make the fullest use of the skill it undoubtedly 
possesses. What is implied in <!Cquiring this 
fuller appreciation of the meaning of events 
taking place around the animal? The state of 
corrsciousness awakened by a simple sensory 
stimulation is not merely an appreciation of 
the physical properties of the object that sup
plies the stimulus: the object simply serves to 
bring to consciousness the results of experi
ence of similar or contrasted stimulations in the 
past, as well as the feelings aroused by or as
sociated with them, and the acts such feelings 
excited. This mental enrichment of a mere 
sensation so that it acquires a very precise 
and complex meaning is possible only because 
the individual has this extensive experience to 
fall back upon; and the faculty of acquiring 
such experience implies the possession of large 
neopallia! areas for recording, so to speak, 
these sensation-factors and the feelings asso
ciated with them. The 'meaning' which each 
creature can attach to a sensory impression 
presumably depends not on its experience only 
but more especially upon the neopallia! pro
vision in its brain for recording the fruits of 
such experience. 

"] udged by this standard, the human brain 
bears ample witness, in the expansion of the 

great temporo-parietal area, which so obvi
ously has been evolved from the regions into 
which visual, auditory, and tactile impulses are 
poured, to the perfection of the physical coun
terpart of the ·enrichment of mental structure, 
which is the fundamental characteristic of the 
human mind." 

The mere process of learning to execute 
any act of skill necessarily involves the cul
tivation not only of the muscles which pro
duce the movement, and the cortical area 
which excites the actions of these muscles, 
but in even greater measure the sensory 
mechanisms in the neopallium which are re-· 
ceiving impressions from the skin, the mus
cles and the eyes to control the movements 
at the moment. Incidentally they are edu
cating these cortical areas, stimulating their 
growth and enriching the mental structure 
with new elements of experience. Out of 
the experience gained in constantly per
forming acts of skill, the knowledge of 
cause and effect is acquired. Thus the high 
specialization of the motor area, which made 
complicated actions possible, and the great 
expansion of the temporo-parietal area, 
which enabled the ape-man to realize the 
"meaning" of events occurring around him; 
reacted one upon the other, so that the crea
ture came to understand that a particular 
act would entail certain consequences. In 
other words, the ape-man gradually ac-

. quired the faculty of shaping its conduct in 
anticipation of results: 

"Long ages ago, possibly in the Miocene, 
the ancestors common to man, the gorilla and 
the chimpanzee, became separated into groups, 
and the different conditions to which they be
~ame expo~ed after t~ey parted company were 
m the mam respons1ble for the contrasts in 
their fate. In oue group the. distinctively prim
ate process of growth and specialization of 
the brain, which had been going on in their an
cestors for many· thousands, even millions, of 
years, reached a. stage when the more venture
some mem'bers of the group, stimulated per
haps by some local failure of the customary 
food, or maybe led forth by a curiosity bred of 
their growing realization of the possibilities of 
the unknown world beyond the trees which 
hitherto had been their home, were impelled to 
issue forth from their forest, and seek new 
sources of food and new surroundings on hill 
and plain, wherever they could obtain the sus
tenance they rieeded. The other group, per
haps because they happened to be more favor
ably situated or attuned to their surroundings 
living in a land of plenty which encouraged 
indolence in habit and stagnation of effort and 
growth, were free from this glorious unrest, 
and remained apes, continuing to lead very 
much the same kind of life (as gorillas and 
chimpanzees) as their ancestors had been liv-
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ing since the Miocene or even earlier times. 
That both of these unenterprizing relatives of 
man happen to live in the forests of tropical 
Africa has always seemed to me to be a strong 
argument in favor of Darwin's view that Africa 
was the original home of the first creatures 
definitely committed to the human career; for 
while man was evolved amidst the strife with 
adverse conditions, the ancestors of the r:rorilla 
and chimpanzee, gave up the struggle for men-

tal supremacy simply because they were satis
fied with their circumstances." 

It is a proposition resting upon the famil
iar but not wholly understood fact that the 
animals are subject to the passions. Such 
emotions as jealousy, anger, revenge, grati
tude and the like can be experienced by ver
tebrates. The ape is not the least of these. 

CONCERNING ANARCHY 
BY MAX EASTMAN. 

You would be surprised to know from what source the lawless 
capitalists of Colorado derive proof that all the anarchy is on the side 
of the working class. I succeeded in the role of a Sunday School lec
turer, ardently searching for God's truth, in meeting the General Man
::;rger of the Victor American Company, receiving admission through the 
'lines of the Delagua mines, and having a talk with Snodgrass, its 
Superintendent. . 

_I had just come up from the tent ruins at Ludlow, where I counted 
twenty-one bullet holes in one washtub, and Snodgrass assured me 
that the soldiers had not fired on the tent colony at all. So I have not 
given great weight to his very charming and judicious remarks upon 
other subjects. But I do want to quote this much upon the subject of 
the national officers of the United Mine Workers of America. 

"Those men are anarchists, you know. Even the Socialists won't 
stand for them. Why, there's a book by this man-what's his name? 
He's a Socialist-Hunter. That's right, Robert Hunter. Have you 
seen it? He says the Socialists won't stand for the methods of these 
men, they're anarchists." 

"Is that book being read a good deal?" I asked. 
"Oh yes, it's being very widely circulated. I have it here. Every

body around here is reading it."-From the Ne'zer Re7Jiew. 

A Typical Letter from a "Live Wire."-"Y oungstown, Ohio. Dear Com
rades: Enclosed find $2.50 for which please send at once 50 more copies of 
the June issue of the REVIEW. I went on the street Saturday evening and 
made a talk and the REVIEWS did not last two minutes, and lots of men came 
up with their money, but I had sold out, so rush these to me at once."-C. W. S. 
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The Class Struggle 

'' T HE history of all hitherto exist
ing society is a history of class 
struggles." So runs the first 
line that follows the introduc-

tion to the Communist Manifesto. He 
who has .grasped the materialist !nter
pretation of history can trace the eco
nomic purpose back of each great dra
matic scene in history. He can see how 
classes form and how, goaded on by eco
nomic need, each strives for mastery over 
the food getting processes of life. 

Even the casual student of history can 
see the economic motives that actuated 
the murderers of the Gracchi and that 
threw vast annies into the mountain de
files of Italy to crush the daring Sparta
cus. The struggle between the rising cap
italists and their feudal landlords is ap
parent to every student of European 
history and its bloody climax in the 
French Revolution needs no comment 
here. In America, too, the conflict be
tween the manufacturing and financial 
classes of the North and the slaveholders 
of the South ended in four years of civil 
war and salted southern swamps with the 
bleaching bones of the dead. 

We might go on and enumerate one by 
one the great class wars of history; but 
why discuss these conflicts of the past 
further than to illustrate the truth of the 
Marxian law of the continuity of the class 
struggle since the dawn of civilization 
and the breaking up of the gens? As this 
is being written the conflict of the tragic 
present is going on all about us. Today 
they are burying the nursing mothers and 
the charred bodies of their babes who 
died last Monday in the class war at Lud-
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o8/ 
By }. E. Sinclair 

low in Colorado. Only last December we 
buried seventy-four of our dead in the 
snow-covered graveyard near Calumet in 
Michigan. Tomorrow the deadly machine 
guns of the ruling class may begin their 
convincing argument under the reader's 
very eyes. 

It is here. There is no disputing its 
terrible presence-a war between the mil
itant proletariat and the owners of the 
earth. That it has assumed the character 
of open war is not the fault of the work
ers. They did not hire the armies of gun
men that a year ago infested the smoking 
hills of West Virginia. They did not in
troduce bayonets into the Lawrence 
strike. For years they have endured the 
clubs, the bayonets and the terror of bru
talized capitalism. And now today they 
are arming in Colorado and are sweeping 
the gunmen from the hills. The gospel 
of peace that they have been preaching 
has been changed by the very necessities 
of the pressing moment into the stern 
gospel of arming for the defense of their 
children. 

These things no intelligent student 
can fail to consider: 1: The economic 
origin of the struggle between the capital
ists and the proletariat. 2. The elements 
that make up the respective forces. 3. 
The tactics that the workers should pur
sue. 4. What the outcome may be in 
the near future. 

We have seen how with the progress 
of technical development power produc
tion has crushed out practically every 
other kind of production. We have seen 
how a class of small property holders in 
the means of production have been ruined 
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by the arrival on the industrial field of 
machinery so complicated and costly that 
the little fellow simply had to quit and 
make way for the big corporation. We 
have seen how this massing of the mee~;ns 
of production has socialized production 
and how' it has organized the workers 
into vast industrial armies for the making 
and distribution of human necessities. 
And we have seen how these workers, re
gardless of the ever increasing output of 
the machines which they operate, receive 
a wage that barely enables them to live 
and propagate after the fashion of beasts 
of burden. We have seen the vast sur
plus created by these workers going into 
the hands of a useless class that no longer 
functions in industry. 

In their misery even the more igno
rant among the workers cry out for more 
food, more pay, and shorter hours; but 
in the midst of the vast proletarian army 
of producers that modern industry has 
called into being there develops a mili
tq.nt proletariat that rises above the atti
tude of prayer and strikes for better con
ditions of labor. And inside this militant 
group there gradually forms a revolution
ary group that demands the full product 
of its toil, and in order that this may be 
made possible it demands that the means 
of production that are socially operated 
shall be socially owned. 

The theories of this revolutionary 
group are born of the struggle in which 
the workers live. They are practical the
ories. They have to do with food, cloth
ing, and shelter, and are elaborated and 
propounded by those in the business of 
providing for the world food, clothing, 
and shelter. They do the work of the 
world ; they know the machinery of pro
duction and distribution; they alone are 
competent to discuss intelligently the 
feeding and clothing and housing of the 
world. The doctrine that these revolu
tionary working men propound is So
cialism. It is not a dream. It is a stern 
necessity. 

For with the progress of machine pro
duction in all the lands of the earth the 
markets have become glutted with goods 
that the very producers cannot buy back 
for the simple reason that they are paid 
much less than the value of their prod
uct. Besides there grows ever greater 

the army of the unemployed, dotted 
every here and there with blacklisted rev
olutionary workers whom capitalism has 
consigned to this living death. 

Around the nucleus of revolutionists in 
the army of industry and in the army of 
the unemployed the militant workers are 
rallying in ever increasing forces. At the 
same time the numbers of militant prole
tarians increases owing to the fearful 
pressure of capitalist industrial life, to 
the spread of education necessary in cap
italist industry, and to the obvious uncer
tainty of employment and life under cap
italism. With the spread of this intelli
gence labor becomes conscious of its mis
sion. It sees its product passing fn;>m it 
into the hands of social parasites. It re
fuses to be silenced. It articulates the 
gospel of the revolution. 

In the army of wage and salary work
ers there are many that we can never 
count upon to become militant. They 
constitute what we might class the new 
middle class-mechanical engineers, ar
chitects, civil engineers, superintendents, 
bosses, and all the great army of officials 
that modern industry has created for the 
direction and suppression of the workers. 
In spite of the fact that many of these 
workers perform socially necessary func
tions, they are as a class the most cqn
temp.tible enemies of labor. In every vio
lent struggle with the master class the 
workers find these together with the so
cially rotting remnants of the old mid
dle class in open and violent opposition 
to the toiling masses. 

What changes the next turn in the 
wheel of industrial evolution may bring 
about in the ranks of this "aristocracy" 
of labor and intellect we can hardly tell, 
but the militant wage worker is not 
counting on its assistance at the present 
time. 

In their war with the master class the 
workers are deeply interested in the best 
methods of bringing about the culmina
tion of the conflict and of ushering in 
the co-operative commonwealth. Mo
mentous as this question may seem, it 
does not approach in importance the need 
for new methods of spreading economic 
intelligence among the workers. The 
scientific thinker will be bound by no 
hard and fast rules. He will meet the 

.. 
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conditions as they arise one by one with 
the means that he happens to have at 
hand at that time. If political action will 
get him anywhere he will use that. If 
more direct and immediate action is 
needed he will not hesitate in the hour 
of his dire need. It is unnecessary that 
a discussion of tactics should ever be
come bitter among revolutionists who 
are capable of understanding the mate
rialistic interpretation of history. And 
the dogmatic denial of the right of any 
worker to discuss what methods he 
thinks best is to be deeply regretted. 

The kind nurses who are afraid that 
the militant proletariat will hurt itself 
by using certain methods not prescribed 
by the more learned are sensible enough 
to remain silent or brave en'ough even to 
assist when the rifles begin to crack in 
some dark West Virginia valley or on 
some bloody stained sagebrush plain in 
Colorado. It is then that we begin to 
see that our most stern political action
ists are ready to die in the trenche? be
side us as bravely and' as nobly as the 
rest. 

Jt is not acti'on that the workers need 
fear. It is inaction. With the militant 
worker or the revolutionists of whatever 
faith we have no fight. Our differences 
fade away. in the face of our common 
peril-annihilation by the paid thugs of 
the masters. The prize that we all seek 
is tlie world and industrial freedom to 
use the world in the interest of the work
ing class. Only pedants will pause to 
quibble about incidentals by the way
side. Our march is the march of man, 
our trail the pulsing path of human prog
ress. Kaustky has faith in political ac
tion. Tom Mann believes in direct ac
tion on the economic field. The capital
ists hate and· fear both. 

With the progress of industrial evolu
tion the working class slowly but surely 
develops a class consciousness, a feeling 
that it· has a mission to fulfill, a feeling 
that it must develop its 10Wn institutions 
in the fulfilling of this mission. With 
the birth of this class consciousness there 
is born a new desire to learn. Through 
the whirr of wheels in the factory the 
worker catches faint glimpses of a 
greater knowledge than the masters have 
allowed him to possess. In his constant 

struggle with the master class he learns 
his mental deficiencies and pr'oceeds to 
reach out for more knowledge of the 
right kind. The product of a scientific 
age, he yearns for scientific knowledge 
that will help him in the struggle with 
the masters. The books that he reads 
are books ·of power. He becomes a 
thinker. He rises to glimpse ever grander 
vistas. He sees the causes that lie back 
of capitalism and he sees beyond a new 
world, shaping itself in his very hands, a 
world of industry regulated by those en
gaged in industry, a world in which the 
political state as we know it today has 
become· unnecessary. He sees the army 
of the revolution growing as it· struggles 
with the masters. He sees its intelligence 
increase by leaps and bounds when it 
reaches the point where it realizes its 
missi'on. He does not look to govern
ments to save his class, but bases his 
hopes for the emancipation of the work
ers upon the self-activity of the workers 
themselves acting under economic neces
sity imposed upon them by the very laws 
of capitalist production. 

Because the working class and the em
ploying class have nothing in comm·on 
the class struggle now raging between 
them must be carried to its logical con
clusion. And the logical as well as the 
b.iological conclusion of that struggle is 
bound to be the utter vanquishment of 
the class that no longer functions in pro
duction. The shaping of the new society 
is not _in the_ keeping of any party or sect. 
It is bound to be the child of the present, 
an outgrowth of our marvelous industrial 
development. Just as industry scorns po
litical houndary lines, so must it scorn 
international hatreds and political insti
tutions based upon such hatreds. The 
offspring of world-industry, its field of 
operation must be the world. The cul
mination of the class struggle, the co
operative commonwealth will have no 
need for political institutions of oppres
sion. Its business must be the manage
ment of things and not the government 
of men. Until this stage is reached, the 
class struggle will go on with increasing 
bitterness and barbarity. 

The industrial revolution and the ush
ering in of power production on ~ large 
scale and for a world market created the 
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modern proletariat and gave it a voice. 
because the very needs of capitalist pro
duction made some semblance of an edu
cation necessary even among the work
ers. The social revolution that we now 
see going on about us as a bitter class 
war is simply the social adjustment that 
is coming as a result of the industrial 
changes that have gone before. Eco
nomic determinism is grimly working out 
the solution of life and that solution is 
Socialism. In that momentous conflict 
that we now see about us, as in all other 
conflicts, the fittest will survive; and the 
fittest class is the class that functions in 
the production of useful things. The 
elimination of the master class means the 
social ownership of the means of produc
tion. 

By the red furnace fires, in among the 
wheels, in mines, on farms, on sea, on 
land, the army of the revolution is form
ing for the last grand charge. It is an 
army of peace. Its mission is to save. 
But it will not shirk the sternest tasks. 
It cannot stop in its march to freedom. 
In the hour when the workers see plainly 
the full meaning of their misery no force 
on earth can stop them. That day is rap
idly approaching. Urged on by economic 
need, the creatures of economic forces 
inherent in capitalist society, the wqrkers 
must win the world. 

Not with any other feeling than that of 
optimism can the working class student 
view the future. The progress of ma
chine production has socialized industry 
and has created in the hands of the mas
ters surplus values of such g-reat magni
tude that even a wayfaring man may see 
that the end is in sight. Each day the 
solidarity of labor grows more strong. 
Each day the progress of science kills 
some god, some superstition, some witch
craft of the past that has blinded our 
fathers before us. Each day the naked 
facts of capitalist cruelty drive more 
workers to see the utter impossibility of 
compromise and the absolute necessity of 

The Best Magazine-! think the REVIEW one 
among the best magazines published. I have 
decided to never be without the REVIEW and 
aim to always keep my name on the subscrip
tion list from now on.-C. C. Greenhill, Hills
boro, Texas. 

seizing the means of production for them
selves. This seizure means the culmina
tion of the class struggle and the begin
ning of· a new era. 

Suggestions for Study. 

Read again the Communist Manifesto. 
Also read "No Com promise," by Lieb
knecht; "The Class Struggle," by Kaut
sky; "The Debate: Direct Action· vs. Po
litical Action," by Lewis and Mann, and 
Part III of "Socialism, Utopian and Sci
entific," by Engels. Over and over again 
we have used this last work and the rea
son is surely apparent to the real student 
who has patiently followed the course 
throughout. It is a classic of the highest 
order. 

In this course we have simply touched 
on the three great sociological laws . dis
covered'by Marx and his great co-worker, 
Engels. It is impossible to cover the 
great and varied field of Socialist thou·ght 
in a few brief articles. But with a clear 
comprehension of the three ca'rdinal prin
ciples the student will have little trouble 
with the details of a movement that em
braces the world of human activities. 

As this is the concluding lesson we 
shall omit the usual questions and topics 
for discussion. Pressing questions spring 
up now on all sides. The class struggle 
is assuming new and, to many, startling 
forms. Even the slum proletariat, so 
much despised by revolutionists in the 
past, is awakening. The despised immi
grant, whom we but yesterday in foolish 
utopian fury asked the capitalistic state 
to exclude, turns out on the picket line to 
be our brother-in-arms. Students of Sci
entific Socialism must keep pace with the 
transforming forces that move about us. 
New things are happening. New tactics 
are being devised. Socialism cannot be 
confined to any mold. It must expand 
as the class struggle expands. It must 
take on the newer forms needed by the 
exigencies of a newer life. There is noth
ing fixed in the universe, all is reverberant 
relationship and change. 

Needs Review to Keep Posted-I look for
ward with keen interest to every number of 
this newsy magazine, and feel that it would 
be exceedingly difficult to !<:eep posted on 
what is doing without it. Yours for a fear
less press.-Harriet T. Chervin, Oswego, Ure. 
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A BILLION DOLLAR 
DONATION 

Carnegie Outdistanced by the Modest 
Wage-W ork.ers of Massachusetts 

I 
N THE year 1911 the wage-workers of 

Massachusetts made up among them
selves as a free gift a magnificent sum 
of money officially reported as $293,-

762,568. These figures, however, are 
grossly underestimated, the true figure be
ing over a billion dollars. 

This assertion seems on its face so im
probable that we hasten to give our author
~ty. We discovered the facts from a careful 
examination of "Public Document No. 36" 
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 
consisting of the Twenty-Sixth Annual Re
port of the Statistics of Manufactures. 
From a voluminous table starting on page 2 
of thi~ report it appears that there were 
during 1911 in the State of Massachusetts 
8,132 factories, employing 584,033 wage
workers. During the year these factories 
used materials of all kinds amounting in 
value to $863,050,379. They paid in wages 
$311,148,856. The value of their product, 
according to the official report, was $1,-
467,961,803. This seems to indicate that 
the labor of the wage-workers added $604, 
911,421: to the value of the materials on 
which they worked, so that after deducting 
the wages they received, they contributed 
as a free gift to the capitalist class the sum 
of $293,762,568. If this were all, it would 
mean a· contribution of over five hundred 
dollars from each wage-worker. But it is 
not all. The "value o£ product," $1,467,-
961,803. according to the official statisticians, 
means the value at the factory. When the 
thirigs made by the workers have passed 
through the hands of jobber and wholesaler 
and a~e tagged with their prices in the re
tail. stores where the workers spend their 
wages, the price has gone up ,from $1,467,-
961,803 to about two and a half billion dol-

Iars. So the real donation of the Massa
chusetts wage-workers to the International 
Brotherhood of Capitalists during the year 
1911 was over A BILLION DOLLARS. 

Much as we admire the splendid energy 
and ability shown by the workers in pro
ducing this vast mass of wealth, we can not 
resist the desire to point out their extreme 
folly in this misdirected gift. As a matter 
of fact they and their wives and children 
were in urgent need of this very wealth 
which they so recklessly lavished on a class 
of people who already had all the wealth 
they could use. Perhaps the most deplorable 
fact about the whole affair is the well
founded suspicion that most of the donors 
of this vast sum did not understand the 
transaction in the least, and imagined that 
they were getting a "fair share," or at least 
nearly a fair share, of the wealth . they were 
producing. 

It may be urged that a large proportion 
of these workers were without opportunity 
to learn the real facts in the case. But this 
makes the inactivity of their labor union 
official.:; still more despicable, since these· of
ficials were drawing salaries in return for 
which they were supposed to protect the 
interests of the members of the unions. 

The whole transaction has so shady an 
appearance that it is not surprising that up 
to this time the capitalist press has been 
silent about it.· The one surprising thing 
is that the state officials of Massachusetts 
should have placed the information iri such 
convenient and irrefutable shape. 

We wage-workers may as well own up 
that we have all been behaving just as fool
ishly as our brothers and sisters in Massa
chusetts. Isn't it time to stop being so gen
erous? 
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INTERNATIONAL NOTES 
BY WILLIAM E. BOHN 

Progressivism and After-In Eu
rope. At the end of April and beginning 
of May parliamentary elections were held 
in France and Sweden. The results were 
almost identical. In both countries Con:
servatives and Socialists gained at the 
expense of the Liberals. · Similar results 
have marked recent elections in other 
E-uropean countries. 

In this country we have been busy for 
the past year readapting our Socialist 
philosophy to fit the sudden appearance 
of Progressivism. We have accounted 
for the apparently increasing importance 
of the new middle class and some of us 
have reached the conclusion that this mid
dle class, organized in some sort of Pro
gressive, or liberal, party, will bring about 
the next great changes in our political 
and economic system. 

The European elections referred to 
seem to lead to an opposite conclusion 
In France, e. ·g., the various radical 
groups represent the intelligence, con
science and class interest of small capital
ists, professional people and others who 
for one reason or another cannot figh ~ 
with the reactionaries. Many of them 
have stood for various important reforms: 
they have opposed the three-year mili
tary law. If any force outside the work
ing class is to take the lead in bringinr.; 
about the next important r~arrangenient 
of things it must be represented by these 
groups. But these groups arc preci~ely 
the ones which are losing poWPr at the 
present time. 

The only answer which could be made 
to these considerations would be one to 
the effect that the French Socialist party 
virtually represents the middle class. And 
it is true that in France the S0ciali~ts 
count among their numbers mo,..e small 
capitalists and professional folk than in 
any other country. It is true, too, that 
at this last election great gains were 
made in the rural districts. But the pro
gram was a straight anti-capitarst pro
gram. It is probable that there n~ver was 
before an election in France in which la
bor unionists took so large a part, and 
they supported the Socialist candidate3 

solidly. Even the anarchistic syndical
ists went to the polls to help elect Social
ists. It is practically inconceivable that 
this party, once in power, should turn 
reformist, or state capitalist, or state so
cialist, or anything else but Socialist. 

The French Election. The _thing most 
talked about in connection with the 
French election was the situation grow
ing out of the passage of the new mili
tary law. As has been previously ex
plained in the Review, the Conservatives 
and near Conservatives managed to pass 
a law requiring recruits to serve three 
years instead of two. This naturally made 
necessary a larger budget for military 
purposes. Here is where the rub came. 
The capitalists who had forced through 
this measure were unwilling to foot the 
bills. They defeated a financial scheme 
based on the passage of an income tax 
law. Then the ministry was hard put to 
it to get out of the hole into which it 
had been plunged. It has not yet got out. 
Money has been borrowed to help out, 
but as yet no method of paying regular 
expenses has been devised. 

Under these circumstances the Social
ists went to the country, making their 
campaign largely against militarism. The 
various Radical groups also opposed the 
three-year law. The Conservatives sup
ported it. Of course it is the popular 
vote that interests Socialists; it is that 
that shows whether pro_paganda has real
ly reached the people. In 1911 the. So
cialist vote was 1,110,561; at the recent 
election~ it was 1,398,771. This amounts 
to sixteen per cent of the entire vote. In 
the first election there were only 40 So
cialists elected and the editor of l'H uman
ite remarked rather sadly that propor
tional representation would give the So
cialists 101 seats. What was his surprise 
to find after the second election that his 
party had actually acquired 102 seats. The 
Conservatives gained 7 seats, the Social
istic Radicals gained 23, and the Social
ists gained 27. Corresponding losses were 
sustained by the Progressistes, the Union 
of the Left, and the Republicans of the 
Left. 
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A Genuine Rupture Cure 
Sent On Trial to Prove It 

Throw Away Your Truss 

My Appliance for Men, Women 
and Children Actually CURES 

Send the FREE Coupon Today 
If you have tried most everything else, come 

to me. Where others fail is where I have my 
greatest success. Send attached coupon today 
and I will send you free my illustrated book 
on Rupture and its cure, showing my appli
ance and giving you prices and names of many 
people who have tried it and were cured. It 
is instant relief when all others fail. Remem
ber, I use no salves, no harness, no lies. 

I send on trial to prove what I say is true. 
You are the judge and once having seen my 
illuslrated book and read it you will be as en
thusiastic as my hundreds of patients whose 
letters you can also read. Fill out free cc~1pon 
below and mail today. It's well worth your 
time whether you try my appliance or not. 

Cured At the Age of 76 
Mr. C. E. Brooks, Marshall, Michigan. 

Dear Sir:-1 began using your Appliance for the cure of Rup
ture (I had a pretty bad case) I think in May,l905. On Novem..; 
her 20, 1905, I quit using it. Since that time I have not needed 
or used it. I ani well of rupture and rank myself among those 
cured by the Brooks Discovery, which, considering my age, 76 
years, I regard as remarkable. Very sincerely yours, 

Jamestown, N.C. SAM-A. HOOVER. 

Others Failed But the Appliance 
Cured 

C. E. Brooks, Marshall, Michigan. 
Dear Sir:-Your appliance did all you claim for the little boy, 

and more, for it cured him sound and well. We let him wear it 
for about a year in all, although it cured him three months after 
he had begun to wear it. We had tried several other remedies 
and got no relief, and I shall certainly recommend it to friends, 
for we surely owe it to you. Yours respectfully, 

No. 111 S. Main St., Akron, 0. WM. PATTERSON. 

Child Cured in Four Months 
21 Jansen St., Dubuque, Iowa. 

Brooks Rupture Appliance Co. 
Gentlemen:-The baby's rupture is altogether cured, thanks 

to your appliance, and we are so thankful to you. If we could 
only have known of it sooner our little boy would not have had 
to suffer near as much as he did. He wore your brace a little 
over four months and has not worn it now for six weeks. 

Yours very truly 
ANDREW EGGENBERGER. 

The above is C. E. Brooks, Inventor of the 
Appliance, who cured himself and who 
has been curing othera for over 30 

years. If ruptured, write him today 
at Marshall, Michigan. 

REMEMBER 
I send my Appliance on trial to prove 

what I say is true. You are to be the 
judge. Fill out free coupon below and 
mail today. 

FREE 
Information Coupon 
C. E. BROOKS, 

1668 State St., Marshall, Mich. 
Please send me by mail, in plain wrap

per, .yourillustrated bookandfull informa
tion about your Appliance for the cure 
of rupture. . 

Name ........................... : .... . 

City .................................. . 

R. F. D ................... State ........ . 



The above is C. E . Brooks , Inventor of the 
Appliance, who cured himself and who 
has been curing others for over 30 

years. If ruptured, write him today 
at Marshall, Michigan. 
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So far as the immediate future of 
France is concerned this shifting of forces 
means little. There is still a majority in 
favor of the three-year law. It is possi
ble, of course, that something may be 
done to improve the new financial meas
ure which is to be introduced, for, on the 
whole, the left has been strengthened 
more than the right. 

But these are small matters. The im
portant thing is that the masses of the 
French people are turning to the Social·· 
ist party. Of course many who voted 
the ticket are not Socialists, but they rec
ognize that Socialists stand honestly 
against the reactionary measures under 
which the people are suffering. 

The Swedish Election. In Sweden also 
the immediate issue was militarism. The 
king has recently taken a hand in the 
government and forced the preparation 
of a measure providing for a larger army. 
This measure is being pushed on th~ pre
text that it is necessary to defend the 
country against Russia. It is suppo;-ted 
by the Conservatives and opposed hy the 
Socialists and Liberals. The number of 
voters was notably larger in this last elec
tion than in any previous one. There
fore all parties registered an increase. 
The Conservatives made a gain of 98,000, 
the Liberals gained 2,000, and the Social-

ists gained 57,000. In relative strength, 
then, the Liberals lost. But the great 
majority of the people, 475,000 out of 
760,000, voted against the royal military 
program. 

The Russian Reaction. Affairs seem to 
be shaping themselves for another revo
lution in Russia. The workers are reor
ganizing, and the Social Democratic party 
is once more carrying on a powerful 
propaganda. And at the same time the 
Czar seems to have determined to run 
the government back into its old pre
Duma methods. He has chosen for his 
latest prime minister a certain Goremy
kin, who treats the members of the Duma 
as if they were a pack of schoolboys. He 
has informed them that whenever the 
government is contemplating the intro
duction of a law on a certain matter the 
members of the legislative body are not 
allowed to present another measure deal
ing with the same matter. More recently 
he has practically put an end to the im
munity of the members. Comrade 
Tscheide, leader of the Socialist group, 
happened to mention in a speech the fact 
that he prefers the republican form of 
government to some others. Weeks aft
erward the premier demanded that the 
Duma turn Comrade Tscheide over to 
him to be prosecuted before a court for 

A DAY-
$300.00 A MONTH 

Needed in every home, badly wanted, eagerly 
bought. Modern bathing faciltiea for all the 
people. Take the orders right and left. Quick 
sales, immense profits. Look at these men
Smith, Ohio, got 18 orders first week; Meyers, 
Wis., $250 profit first month; Newton, Cali
fornia, $60 in three days. You should do 
as well. 2 SALES A DAY MEANS $300 A 
MONTH. The work is very easy, pleasant, 

~-~ permanent, fascinating. It means a business of 
your own. 

Demonstrating 
Tub 

Furniahed 

Little capital needed. I grant credit-Help you 
out-Back you up-Don't doubt-Don't hesitate--Don't 
hold back- You cannot lose. My other men are building 

houses, bank acconnts, so can you. Act then quick. SEND NO MONEY. 
Just name on penny post card for free tub offer. Hustle! 

H. S. ROBINSON, President, 428 Factories Bldg., TOLEDO, OHIO 
Canadian Branch-Walkerville, Ont. 

.. 
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this crime. This led to violent scenes, 
but it appears that the premier is to have 
his way. This will mean the end of the 
Duma as a tribunal. It long ago ceased 
to be a representative legislative assem
bly. 

Party Congress in Italy. For many 
reasons the congress held in Ancona at 
the end of April was an important one. 
Only last year the annual gathering was 
followed by a split. For years the party 
had been divided and its work had been 
constantly hindered by a bitter struggle 
between Reformists and Revolutionists. 
Last year, at Regia Emalia, the Revolu
tionists outvoted the others and straight
way Bissolati stampeded with his fol
lowers and formed a new organization. 
Then came the midwinter election~ to 
parliament and it was discovered that the 
regular party had grown immensely in 
its popular strength. It returned a group 
of 51 members, many more than it had 
ever had. And this in spite of the fact 
that this was the first election at which 
all" adult males had taken part. It had 
been supposed that the participation of 
a great number of unschooled rural work
ers would cut down the relative impor
tance of the Socialist power. 

Now, after this great electoral victory, 
the Socialists met at Ancona to settle on 
their party policies. The great change 
brought about by the departure of the 
Reformists made it necessary to thrash 
out a number of problems and settle on 
new tactics. It is easy enough to be a 
Revolutionist in opposition, but Revolu
tionists in control of a great party have 
some knotty problems to solve. 

It strikes .an American as rather ludi
cr0US that a large part of the energy 
of the sessions was given to a debate on 
Free Masonry. And the decision, reached 
by a large majority, to expel all Free Ma
sons from the party strikes one as a piece 
of narrow-minded sectarianism. But the 
other important piece of work done ex
hibited our Italian comrades working at 
a high level of intelligence and ef
ficiency. 

Last year it was decided to forego all 
manner of combinations with other par
ties in national elections. The matter oi 
municipal elections, however, was left 
over to be taken up this year. It was 

Dea.:f~ess 
Sta.ooess~ta.11y Tre~:t;ed. 

By 6 ~ Ac1:ii"1a'' 
Ninety-five per ceut of the c:aees ol deafneaa brought to our 

attention are the result of chronic catarrh ol the throat and 
middle ear. The Inner ear cannot be reached by 
probing orspraying, hence the dlfiicultytoeffect 
cures by old methods. That there ia a successful 
treatment for deafness and catarrh Ia demon
strated everyday by the use of "Actina."' "Act• 
Ina'' Ia also very succellllful ln the treatment of 
asthma, bronc:bltla, aore throat, weak lunp. 
colds, headache and other ailments that are 
directly or Indirectly due to catarrh. 

•• Actina" can be uaed with perfect l&fety by 
every member of the family for an}' aftllctlon of 
the ear, throat or bead. A PRBB TRIAL of 
the "Actina" Ia given ln every case. 

Send for our PRBB TRIAL after and valu· 
able PRBB BOOK. Addreaa Actina AppUance Co., Dept. 
312D, 811 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo. 

Every body is discussing 
Syndicalism 

You can know what it is by reading every month 

THE TOILER 
A MONTHLY REVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL SYNDICALISM 

MAX DEZETTEL, Editor 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE ONE DOLLAR A YEAR, FIFTY 
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IN BUNDLES FIVE CENTS PER COPY -------Address-------
The Toiler, P.O. Box 247, Kansas City, Mo. 
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MANUFACTURED BY 

A. STENHOUSE & CO. 
131 N. FIFrH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 

Special price. to rea de ra of this magazine 
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thought by many that municipal politics 
are not to be taken up on party lines. The 
decision reached at Ancona is refresh
ingly clear. It is a pleasure, too, to be 
able to report that the congress was not 
content to lay down gerieral principles 
and let it go at that. It worked out a 
fairly full and intelligible program for 
party work in municipal campaigns. 

There were three resolutions on this 
topic: ( 1) One permitting combinations 
with capitalist parties; (2) one permit
ting combinations with labor organiza
tions; (3) one forbidding any sort of com
bination. The first received 8,584 votes, 
the second received 3,214, and the third 
received 22,591. So the decision was 
final. 

The municipal program worked out 
shows a fine insight into the possibilities 
of working-class government. In the 
main it is covered by seven points : ( 1) 
Municipal home rule; (2) better schools, 
feeding of school children, and provisions 
of public libraries; (3) use of municipal 
agencies to reduce the cost of living; 
( 4) institution of municipally owned and 
operated street car service, lighting 
plants, etc. ; ( 5) construction by the mu
nicipalities of cheap and healthful homes 
for working people; (6) improvement of 
general condition of the working class by 
the protection of children and mothers, 
erection of suitable hospitals, etc. ; (7) im
provement of condition of labor by recog
nition of the unions in municipal work, 
public support of the unemployed, etc. 

On the whole, one can look at the work 
of this congress with great satisfaction. 
Evidently in Italy the Revolutionists are 
not content with merely being revolu
tionary. They have a great mass of new 
voters to appeal to and from the start 
they are going to show them that the 
Socialist party is different. And as rap
idly. as they come into power they are 
going to translate their revolutionary 
principles into better . wages, better 
houses and better education. Let us hope 
that they will not develop a mania for 
expelling members. The world is much 
in need of revolutionists who are intent 
on doing something besides maintaining 
their purity. 

Ask this Man to 
Read Your Life 

His Wonderful Power to Read 
Human Lives at Any Distance 
Amazes All Who Write to Him 

Thousands of people in all walks of life have 
benefited by this man's adv:ice. He tells you what 
you are capable of, and how you can be successful. 
He mentions your friends and enemies and describes 
the good and bad periods in 
your life·. 

His description as to past, 
present, and future events will 
astonish and help you. All he 
wants is your name (written 
by yourself), your birth date 
and sex to guide him in his 
work. Money is not necessary. 
Mention thenameofthispaper 
and get a Trial Reading free. 
If you want to take advantage 
of this special offer and obtain 
a review of your life simply 
send your full name, address, 
the date, month and year of 
birth (all clearly written), state 
whether Mr., Mrs. or Miss, and 
also a copy of the following ~~~~~~!!) 
in your own:handwriting. 

" Your advice is useful, 
So thousands say, 

1 ~sh success and happll!ess; 
Will you show me the way?" 

If you wish you may enclose 10 cents (stamps of 
your own country) to pay postage and clerical work. 
Send your letter to Clay Burton Vance, Suite 3833-B 
Palais-Royal, Paris, France. Do not enclose coins 
in your letter. Postage on letters to France is 5cents. 

Darrow's Pamphlet-''lndustrial 
Conspiracies'' 

Lecture after the McNamara trial, price 
lOc in quantities, 5c a copy. Address, 

Otto Newman, 24172 First St., Portland, Oregon 

SOCIALIST Cartoon Post Cards. Send me lOc. and I will 
send you a set of 10, no two alike. They are thought 

getters. Just the thing to send to the unconverted. Anti
war post cards5for10c. Justthething to send totheboysthat 
have the Army and Navy bee. HOWARD FRASER, 3Z6 
North Chas. Street, Carlinville, m. 
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Courtesy of B;own, Victoria. 
STRIKING COAL MINERS WITH THEIR WIVES AND MOTHERS SELLING TAGS FOR 'I'HE BENEFIT 

OF THE STRIKE FUND. 

The Vancouver Island Strike-The coal 
miners of Cumberland and Nanaimo are still 
on strike and there seems to be little hope of 
settlement. The miners are obstinate and will 
not return to work until they get what they 
went out for, better working conditions and 
more wages. 

The strike zone is at present very quiet; 
peace reigns supreme; a few militiamen are 
scattered here and there and every face seems 
to look askance at the next one for we know 
not when an outbreak will occur. 

Since the trouble, twelve months ago, there 
have been many trials and many poor men 
sent to jail who are now serving a sentence. 
They have done absolutely no •wrong. Not 
only these men, but the wives and children of 
the miners are suffering. The poor worn crea
tures who have spent their lives in digging 
coal down in the cold, dark mines that others 

· may revel in luxury, ask for a few more cents 
per day that they may have just what it takes 
to keep life in their bodies, and th~n they are 
herded like cattle in a pen and a bunch of ig
norant working men, paid puppets of the rul
ing class, are put out to spy and watch them. 
Not only are they ground down by the iron 
heel but their wives, mothers, and children are 
subjected to all manners of humiliations. One 
poor boy was given a sentence and died in 
the jail in a few days for lack of care. Some 
time ago the miners had a tag day; their wives 
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and mothers were right by their sides. Old 
gray-haired women carried cigar boxes and 
sold tags-the money being used for relief 
of the miners' children. The same day was 
the opening of the parliament in Victoria, B. 
C., and the great Sir Richard McBride, escort· 
ed by soldiers, was making his way from the 
Government House when he was suddenly 
confronted by a delegation of the miners' 
wives and mothers, begging the great Premier 
to pardon the sons and husbands who had 
been unjustly sentenced. But the Premier. was 
firm; he laid his hand gently on one woman's 
shoulder and said, "You miners' wives l•Jok 
intelligent and I think you would be better 
off if you stayed at home," and contributed 
$5 to their cause. The women went home 
that night disappointed and tired, their loved 
ones still in jail and no hope in sight for them. 

At;1d still the strike dtags on. Some have 
finished their sentences and are out again, but 
the future looks very dark-D. Lopez. 

An Interesting Letter.-"! am dropping you 
a few lines to find out the price for bundle 
lots of the INTERNATIONAL SociALIST REVIEW as 
I know I can use quite a few. I am a victim 
of the Ludlow massacre, "it was my boy the 
gunman killed." I joined the Socialist party 
last week with fourteen more new members. 
I secured twenty June REVIEWS but they won't 
last over tomorrow. Yours for Socialism, 
William Snyder, Trinidad, Colo." 



Courtesy of Brown, V ictoria. 

STRIKING COAL MINERS WITH THEIR WIVES AND MOTHERS SELLING T AGS FOR THE BENEFIT 
OF THE STRIKE FUND. 
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The Railroad Boys-One of our railway 
comrades, who has long been a rebel in the 
rail boys' organization, writes us this month 
of a new move on the part of the capitalist 
class to sidetrack the formation of a bona fide 
industrial railway men's union. This time it 
is a "substitute" for the men which is "just 
as good" according to those who exploit them, 
as the real thing. The comrade who writes 
us says that in September, 1913, James Faith 
of Pottsville, Pa., an employe of the Pennsyl
vania System, was sent out to organize the 
employes of this road into "One Big Union" 
from yardmaster down to the trackmen. And 
(this is' the inducement offered by those who 
grab the profits from the labor of the railroad 
boys): Each member of this boss-controlled 
"industrial union" was to be made a "stock
holder in the P. R R." The boys in Pennsyl
vania write that they don't yet know what 
kind of stock was to be handed to the men. 
They say Mr. Faith was unable to inspire 
much faith in the yards, and that the next 
man to try to lead the boys into the bosses'· 
traps was a Mr. William Pearce. He· was to 
"federate" the employes of the same road. 
But he didn't pierce very far before he had a 
strike on his hands. Doubtless the strike will 
fail, as 90 per cent of the men are sticking to 
the job so the railroad companies won't lose 
anything. 

President Mellen of the N. Y. & N. H. was 
slated to head the next move for a federated 
group. This was in Boston and before we 
were able to turn around Kansas City was 
talking about an "amalgamation'' of the rail
way employes. The two rebels who contrib
uted a short article to the REVIEW two months 
ago, write: 

"In order that all railroad employes may 
understand our position we enclose a state
ment showing the cost of maintaining our 
present craft unions." Lack of space prevents 
us from printing their report in full. 
Conventions: 

B. L. E .......................... $200,000 
B. L. F. & E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200,000 
0. R. C.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . 200,000 
B. R. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200,000 

Six wage movements every two years: 
Four in the West. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800,000 
Four in the East.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800,000 

4 Presidents drawing a salary of.... 36,000 
28 Vice-Presidents drawing.. . . . . . . . . 120,000 

Total .............................. $2,556,000 
A Chance for You-W. E. Reynolds, of 

Lewiston, Idaho, has started a new paper to 
teach scientific socialism. We know this 
sounds old-fashioned, but not to readers of 
the REVIEW. Comrade Reynolds says just 
what the REVIEW has said for several years
namely-that if the socialist party members 
studied scientific socialism there would be no 
party disputes in regard to tactics. Comrade 
Reynolds has prepared twenty questions on 
Marxian Economics and is offering to -.vager 
a yearly subscription to his magazine a~ainst 
your answers to these questions, that you 
will be unable to answer FIVE of them cor
rectly. Any person qualified to answer these 

questions will have no difficulty in matters of 
party tactics. He will always be revolutionary 
and act in accordance with the interests of 
the working class. Write Comrade Reynolds 
and send two cents and get these questions. 
We believe that more readers of the REVIEW· 
will be able to correctly answer them than of 
any other socialist periodical. 

The Railroad Boys-Comrades John Hon
ichcr of St. Clair, Pa., and John L. Lundy, 
419 W. Main {)treet, Pottsville, Pa., have is
sued a challenge to Messrs. Lee, Stone, Car
ter or Garrettson to meet them at Pottsville 
before a gathering of railroad employes or to 
issue a statement showing why an industrial 
organization could not be perfected and at a 
saving of hundreds of thousands of dollars an
nually to the union men. They also demand 
to know why this proposal should not be 
submitted to the rank and file for thdr ac
ceptance or rejection. 

Does anybody imagine the twenty-eight 
vice-presidents ·or the high salaried presidents 
will be in favor of an industrial union that 
will eliminate their jobs? Here is where the 
interests of the railway men's union officials 
and the interest of the railway men differen
tiate. This explains why nearly ALL union 
officials oppose industrial unionism. 

A Wager-I received the J unc REVIEWS, also 
samples of leaflets. Many thanks for prompt
ness. I would bet a barrel of salted ;>eanuts 
against a doughnut that the June REVIEW is 
the workers' best information in the nation. 
The letter from the front by a marine is the 
dope to awaken the indifferent workcr.-L. T. 
Rush. Cedar Rapids, Ia. 

I N ORDER to bring 
our catalogue of union 
made goods into the 

hands of the readers of Re
view, we are offering a 
genuine sheepskin card 
case,made with four pock· 
ets; one for bills, etc., two 
with transparent windows 
f o r u n ion membership 
cards and one pocket for 
your due-stamp book, or 

one of our Marxian 
stick pins with the Party 
Emblem in the center for 
50 cents each-both of 
them for 90 cents. Re-

member that these articles are union-made and bear the Union Label. 
Send money-order, stamps or silver to 

The Mutual Union Trading Company 
Postal Telegraph Building 336 Sherman St., Chicago 
Owned by members of the W orlcing-Class. t] Socialist Locals 

supplied with party buttons in lots of 25, 50 or I 00 
at very lowest wholesale prices. 
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LET USMAKEYOUFAT 
50c Box Free 

We Want to Prove at Our Own Expense That It Is No Longer 
Necessary to Be Thin, Scrawny and Undeveloped. 

"Gee! Look at that pair of skinny scarecrows! Why don't they try Sargol?" 

This is a generous offer to every thin man or woman 
reader. We positively guarantee to increase your 
weight to your own satisfaction or no pay. Think 
this over-think what it means. At our own risk, we 
offer to put 10, 15, yes, 30 pounds of good, solid, 
"stay there" flesh on your bones, to fill out hollows 
in cheeks, neck or bust, to get rid of that "peaked" 
look, to rejuvenate and revitalize your whole body un
til it tingles with vibrant energy; to do this without 
drastic diet, "tonics," severe physical culture "stunts," 
detention from business or any irksome requirements 
-if we fail it costs you nothing. 

We particularly wish to hear from the excessively 
thin, those who know the humiliation and embarrass
ment which <lnly skinny people have to suffer in 
silence. We want to send a free 50-cent package of 
our new discovery to the people who are called "slats" 
and "bean poles," to bony women, whose clothes never 
look "anyhow," no matter how expensively dressed, 
to the skinny men who fail to gain social' or business 
recognition on account of their starved appearance. 
We care not whether you have been thin from birth, 
whether you have lost flesh through sickness, how 
many flesh builders you have experimented with. We 
take the risk and assume it cheerfully. If we cannot 
put pounds and pounds of healthy flesh on your frame 
we don't want your money. 

The new treatment is used to increase the red 
corpuscles in the blood, strengthen the nerves and 
put the digestive tract into such shape that lour food 
is assimilated and turned into good, soli , healthy 
flesh instead of passing through the system undigested 
and unassimilated. It is a thoroughly scientific princi
ple, this Sargol, for building up the thin, weak and 

debilitated without any nauseous dosing. In trany 
conditions it is better than cod liver oil and certainly 
is much pleasanter to take. 

Send for the 50-cent box today. Convince us by 
your prompt acceptance of this offer that you are 
writing in good faith and really desire to gain in 
weight. The 50-cent package which we will send 
you free will be an eye-opener to you. We send it 
that you may see the simple, harmless nature of our 
.new discovery, how easy it is to take, how you can 
gain flesh privately without knowledge of friends 
or family until you astonish them by the prompt and 
unmistakable results. 

We could not publish this offer if we were not 
prepared to live up to it. It is only the astounding 
results of our new method of treatment that make 
such an offer and such a guarantee possible on our 
part. S·o cut <lff the coupon today and mail it at 
once to The Sargol Company, 678-V Herald Bldg., 
Binghamton, N. Y., and please inclose 10c with your 
letter to help pay distribution expenses. Take our 
word. you'll never regret it. 

FREE SARGOL COUPON 
This certificate, with ten cents to help pay 

pm;tage and distribution expenses, entitles the 
holder to one 50-cent package of Sargol, the 
Flesh Builder. The Sargol Co., 678-V Herald 
Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y. 
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From the "Live Ones."-The following 
rebels have sent in ten or more subscriptions 
to the Fighting Magazine during the past 
twenty days. This does not include the com
mades who secured three hundred yearly sub
scriptions for the trip to the International 
Congress in Vienna. After all, the "live ones" 
are the salt of the Revolutionary movement: 
Mileisen, Washington, D. C ............... 20 
Luetzel, Marshall, Mo .................... 10 
Patterson, Sacramento, Cal ............... 10 
Rose, Elwood, Ind ........................ 10 
Fisher, E. St. Louis, Ill ................... 16 
Brown, Muncie, Irid ....................... 10 
Benson, Stroud, Okla ...................... 40 
Becker,. Sheridan, Wyo .................... 41 
Suhr, Detroit, Mich ....................... 11 
Marx, Mobile, Ala ........................ 10 
Giowad, Nucla, Colo ....................... 10 
Magargal, Springfield, Mass ................ 10 
Soderlund, Waldville, Sask., Can .......... 10 
Bousley, Salem, Mass ...................... 10 
Flanagan, Woodhaven, L. I., N. Y ......... 10 
Anthony, Toronto, Can .................... 10 
McLeod, , ...................... 20 
Lisac, Ronald, Wash ...................... 10 
Fairchild, Wells burg, S. D ................. 10 
Pauley, Miami, W. Va .................... 10 
Luhnow, Glenview, Ill ...................... 10 
Grigsby, Dallas, Tex ...................... 11 
Morningstar, Hagerstown, Md ............. 10 
Sausser, Spokane, Wash ................... 10 
Fell, Montana, Ark ....................... 10 
Fyffe, Turtle Creek, Pa .................... 15 
Kietzman, Alta Vista, Kan ................ 10 

, Murphy, Street, Md ....................... 10 
Scott, Gibson, Mo ......................... 10 
Lear, Forbes, N. D ........................ 10 

Lecturer from China.-Comrade G. L. Hard
ing, who went to China for The Coming N a
tion and the Daily Herald of England, will be 
available for lecture dates in the middle west 
next fall. Comrade Harding is one of the 
most able lecturers and writers in England. 
He has first~-hand information on all the stir
ring events that have recently occurred in 
China, latest news from Japan and has hun
dreds Of pictures which he took himself in the 
Orient. Locals desiring him for a lecture can 
address the G. L. Harding Lecture Bureau, 43 
Washington square, New York City. 

From Alaska.-Enclosed find money to re
new my subscription to the REviEW. One copy 
is enough for me and my two partners. Our 
nearest neighbors are ten miles from here 
and they are Socialists too. . 

From Meadville, Pa.-"Enclosed find $1.25 
for twenty-five copies of the best magazine in 
the world."-]. E. 
Fr~~ Wauke~ha, Wis.-"I could not miss a 

copy. - J. Raggto. 
From Springfield, Ohio.-"Best magazine 

published and getting better all the time."-]. 
R. Johnston. 

From Banks, Ark.-"I like the Revolution
ary character of the REVIEW, am sick and tired 
of opportunism."-S. R. Graham. 

From Candler, N. C.-"I have taken the RE
VIEW for years and cannot get along without 
it."-0. L. Bachelder. 

From Albia, Iowa.-"The Fighting Maga
zine is certainly getting better every month. 
It has any other Socialist publication in the 
United States beat all to pieces."-C. W. 
Shaw. 

From New York City.-"The REVIEW is the 
best magazine for an old time rebel and I wish 
it a long life."-]. G. Schuck. 

From An Old Timer.-"Enclosed find $1.00 
to renew my subscription. I was a subscriber 
to almost the first issue of the REVIEW and 
have not missed a copy all these years. Am 
now 76 years old and may not be here to re
new another subscription. Yours for Social
ism."-Virgil P. Hall, Mayfield, Me. 

From the Frozen North.-"Enclosed find P. 
0. money order for which send me the RE
VIEW for one year. I consider it the best maga
zine in America. I simply can't do without 
it."-H. H. Rtttzbeck, Porcupine, Alaska. 

Moses Baritz.-A comrade from Manchester, 
England, has been selling "Ancient Society" 
at his street meetings recently. Several com
rades write us from Duluth that he is one of 
the greatest exponents of Marxism and one 
of the best speakers they have ever heard. If 
he passes through your town you cannot do 
better than to arrange a meeting for him. 

A Boost from Milwaukee.-Comrade Roden
berg writes: "Everybody I meet thinks that 
THE INTERNATIONAL SociALIST REVIEW is the best 
socialist magazine published in this country. 
I am a regular reader of it for years and I 
surely would not want to miss a single issue." 

You llave a RIGHT to Independence 
You have a right to independenee, but you must have an honest purpose to earn it. Many have pur. 

pose, ambition and energy, but thorough direction and intelligent help must be supplied. My instruction 
su:vplies the first and our Co-operative Bureau fulfills the second. Large numbers have availed them
selves of both, suceeeding to a remarkable degree. Investigate without prejudiee this opportunity to 

LEARN THE CQLLECTIQN BUSINESS 
and escape salaried drudgery for life. If you have an idea that the collection busineBB as I teach it is not as 
safe, sure and dignified as a bank, or any other profitable business, you are mil!taken, and I will prove it, i$. 
you earnestly desire to get ahead. No eBIJential branch of business is so limitleBB, nor less crowded. No 
business mav be built so large without investment of capital. l will gladly send you, for the asking, 

"Pointers on the Collection Business" 
It may mean comfort for life, if not a great deal more. Write for it now. 

AMERICAN COLLECTION SERVICE 
W. A. SHRYER, President 624 State St., Detroit, Mich. 
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History of!! Great American F ertunes 
VtiiM IlL 1-n1 G111t lull flrt.l $1.50 
Yll••• IlL 2-TIII G111tlalhld F.-., $1.50 
Yll•• IlL 3-TIII Grtlt lliha f .. _ $1.50 

Mr. Myers has taken off the lid of 
smug plutocracy in this wonderful 
work. He has given the lie to the 
anny of subsidized "biographers" and 
newspaper courtiers to the Mighty 
Rich. He shows, w1th hard facts, for 
the first time in comprehensive style, 
how many of the "mightiest" stole, 
blaclonailed, swindled, lied, cheated, 
ravished to pile up their corrupt for
tunes. He, of course, shows the truth 
about the unequal system which made 
it possible for a few to own most of 
American wealth. No one is prepared to 
talk inteJiigently about the American Mil
lionaires unless he has read these books. 
Certainly every Socialist should read them. 
If you want to knock the breath out of a 
fellow who knuckles reverently at sound of the 
name of Morgan, because of "success." pass · 
him a copy of this true history of the late 
lamented "art-P,atron" and banker, telling 
how he got "it. ' 

___ .,_ 
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History of the Supreme Court $2.00 
The work is of great value. Its short his

tories of the judges, of the partf affiliations 
and business connections are al of utmost 
importance to him who wants to know the 
truth and where to find it."-American Jour
nal of SocWlogy. 

History of Canadian Wealth $1.50 
Shows the rapid concentration of wealth 

whereby less than 50 men have ttained con
trol of $4,000,000,000, or one-th1rd of Can
ada's wealth. "Mr. Myers deserves the 
thanks of Canadian citizens."- The Mail 
and Empire, Toronto. 

SPECIAL LIMITED 
OFFER TO YOU 

For the next two months only we 
will send you these five valuable vol
umes and the International Socialist 
Review one year, all for $5.00, Ex
pressage Paid. 

Charles H. Kerr & Company, 118 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 



·BARBAROUS MEXICO 
By JOHN KENNETH TURNER 

What is the REAL trouble in Mexico? What do the 
workers want and what does Huerta want? What would 
the Standard Oil Company gain if Mexico was con
quered? And why is William Randolph Hearst so 
anxious for war? 

It is a long story, a terrible story. Few American 
wage-workers have the faintest idea of the truth ; if they 
knew they would soon · make themselves heard in angry 
protes!. 

Mexican laborers are slaves/ Not merely wage slaves like the rest of us, 
-they are CHATTEL slaves. Unless they get out and fight they have just 
about as much liberty, iust about as much pay for their labor, as did the black 
people in Louisiana in 1860. 

Do you want proof of this? You will find it in John Kenneth Turner's Ba.rbarou• Mu
ico. He describes the horrible slavery on the hemp plantations, the kidnapping of men , 
women and children by slave-hunters, the bloody repression of the least attempt at resist· 
ance, and shows how American capitalists are the Men Higher Up, who for a generation 
used Por£rio Diaz as their slave-driver and are now looking for some new way to keep on the 
backs of the Mexicans. 

Fourth edition just ready, extra cloth binding, blue and gold, with many engravings from 
photographs, $1.50 postpaid. 

Special offer to Reoiew reader•. For S1.50 sent at once we will mail you a copy of 
Barba.rou• Mexico and enter your name for the REVIEW a year. Ext ra postage to 
Canada 20c; to other foreign countries 36c. 

Charles H. Kerr & Company, Publishers 
118 West Kinzie Street, Chicago 




